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Brownout conditions often occur during approach, landing, and take off in
arid climates and involve the entrainment of loose sediment and dust into the ro-
tor flow field. Research into brownout mitigation through operational means such
as flight management have presented significant steps forward in reaching possi-
ble methods, but the approaches include many simplifications and assumptions in
modeling the rotorcraft, as well as the approach profiles. This thesis describes a
rotorcraft brownout mitigation study through flight path optimization using a high
fidelity rotorcraft model. A flight dynamics model was coupled to a free-vortex
method (FVM) model and particle tracking model to more accurately calculate the
aerodynamics of the rotor with a full rotorcraft model. In addition to the model cou-
pling, an approach profile following method was developed for the time-integration
to specify the path of the rotorcraft through space. An optimization study was then
performed using this flight dynamics model in a comprehensive brownout simula-
tion. The optimization found a local shallow optimum approach and a global steep
optimum approach minimized the intensity of the resulting brownout clouds. These
results confirmed previous mitigation studies and operational methods. The results
also demonstrated that the addition of a full rotorcraft model into the brownout
simulation changed the characteristics of the velocity field, and hence changing the
characteristics of the brownout cloud is produced.
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Rotorcraft brownout is the condition in which the flow field of a rotorcraft
while operating during maneuvers such as approach, landing, or take off in desert or
dry, dusty environments, uplifts sediment particles from the ground and generates
a cloud that obscures the pilot’s field of view (FOV) (Fig. 1.1). In many cases,
these obscurations result in the degradation of visual cues and give motion cue
anomalies that affect the pilot’s ability to safely fly the rotorcraft. In fact, studies
have shown that the occurrence of brownout is the leading cause of human-factor
related helicopter mishaps during military operations [1].
Brownout Cloud Development
Brownout is a complex two-phase fluids phenomenon involving dust clouds
that evolve in space- and time. Figure 1.2 shows the relationship between the in-
ground-effect (IGE) aerodynamics of a hovering helicopter and the development
of a brownout cloud, with a few of the known primary physical mechanisms for
development of the cloud being identified. The combination of downwash flow from
the rotor and the proximity of the rotor wake vortices to the bed of dust (sediment)





Rotorcraft brownout is the condition in which the flow field of a rotorcraft, while
operating in proximity to the ground in a desert or an otherwise dry, dusty environment,
mobilizes loose dust from the ground, uplifting it to generate a cloud that obscures the
pilot’s field of view (Fig. 1.1). In many instances, the resulting obscurations result in
severe degradation of visual cues for the pilot, and it can potentially lead to the perception
of spurious visual cues. Furthermore, abrasion from the dust impacting the main rotor
Challenges in Understanding the Fluid Dynamics
of Brownout: Review and Update
J. Gordon Leishman∗
Department of Aerospace Engineering
University of Maryland
College Park, MD 20742
Brownout occurs when loose dust on the ground is uplifted by the unsteady rotor wake flow in-
duced by a helicopter during landing or takeoff operations. The consequences of brownout include
(but are not limited to) severe visual obscurations for the pilot(s), which poses a safety of flight
issue. For the last two years, the University of Maryland has been leading a five year planned re-
search program to study the fundamental fluid physics and other technical aspects of the brownout
problem, from both experimental and theoretical perspectives. A comprehensive interdisciplinary
research program, which is led by specialist researchers, is underway to provide advances in the
state of the art of understanding the fluid dynamic mechanisms responsible for brownout and in
the development of a comprehensive methodology to predict brownout from first principles. This
paper describes some of these ongoing research activities, including a su mary of k y experimen-
tal results, progress in the development of validated predictive models, and the approaches being
explored toward the possible mitigation of brownout.
Introduction
Brownout conditions can be encountered by helicopters
or tiltrotors during their approach to landing over sandy
or otherwise dry ground conditions, the process involv-
ing the uplift and entrainment of dust from the ground
into the rotor flow; see Fig. 1. The primary concern is
that the pilot loses visibility of the landing zone, and may
experience various visual and other anomalies (i.e., spu-
rious sensory cues), in some cases suffering from serious
spatial disorientation. The problem of brownout is the
leading cause of human factor-related mishaps in mili-
tary rotorcraft operations (Ref. 1), although civilian heli-
copters are by no means immune to the problem (Ref. 2).
Besides losses of visibility and other sensory issues, the
suspended dust particles cause rapid abrasion of the rotor
blades as well as performance losses and serious wear in
the engines.
From a fluid mechanics perspective, brownout is a
rather complex two-phase problem in which the carrier
(air) and dispersed (dust) phases interact. A schematic
of the general problem is shown in Fig. 2, which iden-
tifies just some of the physical mechanisms that can oc-
cur. The characteristics of the rotor wake flow during in-
ground-effect obviously plays a central role in producing
brownout conditions, which is responsible for initiating
∗Minta Martin Professor. Email: leishman@umd.edu
Presented at the AHS International Meeting on Advanced Ro-
torcraft Technology and Safety Operations, Omiya, Japan,
November 1–3, 2010. Copyright c￿2010 by J. G. Leishman,
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Figure 1: Photo of helicopter encountering brownout
conditions during and approach to landing. (Image
courtesy of Optical Air Data Systems LLC.)
the various fluid dynamic forces that mobilize and uplift
the dust particles. Such forces involve shear, pressure,
turbulence, cohesiveness, and gravity.
The seriousness of brownout is such that future gen-
erations of rotorcraft are unlikely to be fielded without
brownout considerations being part of their fundamen-
tal design. In the interim, sensor and avionics displays
(Refs. 3–5) combined with operational tactics (i.e., flight
path management) have helped to reduce the frequency
of brownout-related mishaps. While the efficacy of new
sensors and improved avionics for the pilot should not
be underestimated, there are many issues in fielding such
systems (e.g., effectiveness, weight, reliability, cost, etc.).
Piloting strategies such as flying faster near the ground
to outpace the evolving dust cloud, minimizing the time
in a flare during landing, increasing the rate of descent,
T211-1-1
Figure 1.1: A helicopter encountering brownout conditions during a landing maneuver
(courtesy of Optical Air Data Systems LLC).
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Figure 1.1: A helicopter encountering brownout conditions during a landing maneu-
ver (courtesy of Optical Air Data Systems LLC) [2].
loose sediment. A good understanding of the characteristics of the rotor flow field
during IGE operations is important because the rotor wake is responsible for the
various fluid dynamic forces that mobilize and uplift the dust particles. Such forces
involve shear, pressure, turbulence, interparticle cohesion, and gravity [3].
The flow field that results from a rotor operating in ground-effect, even in
the absence of sediment particles, is very complicated. A flow visualization image
and schematic diagram of IGE rotor flow is hown i Fig. 1.3. As the flow field
approaches the ground plane, the swirl velocities of the tip vortices increase in
intensity. This intensification because of stretching counters the typical diffusive
behavior of the tip vortices that can be seen in out-of-ground-effect (OGE) flow,
and causes the vortices to persist in the flow for much longer. The persistence of
the vortices is now known to significantly impact the development of a brownout
2
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Fig. 2. A schematic of in-ground-effect aerodynamics and the brownout problem.
plane of the rotor disk. By assuming ideal wake contraction with a rotor
in free air (i.e., unconstrained wake development), then w is exactly two










where T is the rotor thrust (approximately equal to aircraft weight) and
DL is the rotor disk loading. In practice, nonideal effects and losses
in rotor efficiency increase the average wake velocities by about 10–
20%, but in-ground-effect operations will also affect wake velocities as
a function of rotor plane distance off the ground. It has been suggested
(Ref. 14) that there is a critical height off the ground for a rotor where
the groundwash velocities will reach a maximum, which is typically
between 0.7 and 1.2w. Therefore, the assumption made in Eq. (1) is a
reasonable first-order approximation to the expected maximum average
groundwash velocity during landing or takeoff operations as a function
of the main rotor disk loading.
Note that, for a single rotor system, the rotor thrust can be assumed to
equal aircraft weight, W , and for multirotor rotorcraft it can be assumed
that each rotor carries an equal fraction of the total weight. No explicit
accounting has been made in the present work for rotor–airframe inter-
action effects or for the interacting and/or merging flow fields typical
of coaxial or tandem overlapping rotor designs, although such effects
may ultimately prove to be important as they influence the problem of
brownout. Note also from Eq. (1) that for a constant disk loading, the av-
erage downwash velocity will scale inversely proportionally to the square
root of the air density. Therefore, for flight operations at higher density
altitudes the average downwash velocity increases, typically being up to
20% greater for operations at density altitudes around 7000 ft.
In hover and low-speed forward flight, it can be assumed that the
average downwash velocity in the vertical direction below the rotor is
converted into a groundwash velocity that is directed in a radial direc-
tion away from the rotor disk (Fig. 2). In practice, such a groundwash
field will be nonuniform, but eventually developing into a jet-like flow
parallel to the ground (Ref. 14). The existence of a stagnation region
directly below the rotor means that the flow velocities there may be too
low to reach the thresholds needed to entrain much sediment. However,
recirculation of sediment through the rotor disk may still result in sig-
nificant sediment ejection in these regions through the mechanism of
bombardment (Ref. 8). In fact, photographs and videography of landing
helicopters suggest that sediment reingestion through the rotor, combined
with the bombardment of this sediment back onto the ground, may be a
key mechanism that contributes to the overall intensity and rapidity of
the developing brownout clouds. Such processes are, of course, funda-
mentally different from the classic mechanisms of sediment entrainment
into external flows, for example, by means of saltation (Refs. 5–7).
As the flow then expands away from the rotor, the groundwash veloc-
ities tend to increase (on average) and seem to reach a peak just radially
outboard of the edges of the rotor disk (Refs. 14, 15). This peak veloc-
ity, which can be correlated to the rotor disk loading, typically reaches a
maximum velocity close to the unconstrained slipstream velocity. There-
after, groundwash generally decreases inversely with distance as the flow
develops into a radially expanding wall jet. This all means that there will
be at least some regions below the rotor where the mean flow velocity
by itself may reach high enough thresholds to cause saltation and even-
tual sediment entrainment into the rotor flow. The detailed calculation of
such thresholds will require a viscous flow model of the developing wall
jet and boundary layer. However, a macroscale hypothesis can be pro-
posed in that the average flow velocities near the ground (and hence the
propensity to entrain sediment) can be closely correlated to the average
downwash velocities.
It is known that a major contributor to the development of brownout
is the entrainment of dust by the mechanism of sediment trapping, which
happens when the induced flow from the individual blade tip vortices
lift up concentrated waves of dust as they reach the ground (Ref. 8).
For a macroscale model, it can be assumed that the blade tip vortex
strengths can be considered as a surrogate for the average shear stress on
the ground, albeit a more localized and unsteady effect compared to the
groundwash flow. The strength of the tip vortices, "v , that are trailed by







where from vortex theory k = 2 in hover, although other values may be
used based on empirical evidence (e.g., k = 2.3). Note from Eq. (2) that
the tip vortex strength is governed by the blade loading coefficient CT /# ,
the rotor tip speed $R, and the average blade chord, c. The blade loading






where Ab is the area of the blades. For a given viscous core size (and
hence vorticity distribution), the peak velocities in the wake flow will be
proportional to "v .
It is also known that, as the wake convects below the rotor, the in-
dividual helicoidal tip vortices tend to pair and merge, often forming
a combined “supervortex” by the time the vortices have reached the
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Figure 1.2: A schematic of in-ground-effect a rodynamics and the brownout probl m.
1.1.1 Brownout Cloud Development
Brownout is a omplex ph nomenon that involves dust clouds that consist of evolv-
ing space- and time-dependent two-phase flows. The schematic in Fig. 1.2 shows the
relationship between the In-Ground-Effect (IGE) aerodynamics of a hoverin helicopter
and the development of a brownout cloud, with a least some of the known primary phys-
ical mechanisms for brownout cloud development being identified. The characteristics of
the roto wak and the downwash flow during IGE operations are of primary importance
in under tanding the development of the brownout cloud because they are responsible for
the various fluid dynamic forces that mobilize and uplift the dust particles. Such forces
involve shear, pressure, turbulence, interparticle cohesion, and gravity.
The flow field that results from a rotor operating in ground-effect, even in the ab-
sence of dust, is clearly complicated. A flow visualization image and schematic diagram
of a IGE rotor flow is show in Fig. 1.3. The r tor wak is turns fro a predominantly
downward direction below the rotor, i.e., axial with respect to the rotor shaft, to a pre-
dominantly radially outward direction, i.e., radial with respect to the rotor shaft, as it
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Figure 1.2: A schematic of in-ground-effect aerodynamics and the brownout problem
[2].
cloud [4], [5].
When th IGE rotor flow interacts with a sediment bed, several sediment
transport mechanisms are kn wn to contribute to the development of a brownout
dust cloud. Figure 1.4 shows a few of these mechanisms. Once mobilized, parti-
cles are rapidly convected away by the three-dimensional, turbulent, unsteady flow.
Larger particles tend to be suspended for sh rter durations, while s aller particles
can remain in long-term suspension. In some i stances, suspended a ticles m y be
recirculated through the rotor disk and consequently impact the ground and eject
many more particles by means of bombardment eject ons. I fact, bombard ent
has bee shown to be one of the more imp rtan m cha i ms in the formation of
b ownout dust clouds [7]-[9].
Im pri ciple at least, it is ossible to change the characteristics of the brownout
cloud by altering the IGE flow. By changing the time over which the rotor wake is




Figure 3: Concentration and mass density of particles
in a dust cloud: (a) Particle count; (b) Approximate
mass density. Data from (Refs. 4, 5).
critical role in correctly predicting the onset of any flow-
driven particle entrainment process, and the understand-
ing of the specific mechanisms involved in brownout
are fundamental to the MURI effort. Stationary sedi-
ment particles on the ground can experience forces from
several sources, including shearing from the action of
the boundary layer, unsteady pressures, gravitational ef-
fects, and inter-particle cohesiveness (which bonds them
to each other and to the surface). Much of our exist-
ing knowledge of sediment mobility in response to fluid
motion comes from research into the action of turbulent
winds on desert sands (i.e., Aeolian transport), the clas-
sic works being due to Bagnold (Ref. 8) and Greenly and
Iversen (Ref. 9). An important result is that below a cer-
tain threshold (expressed in terms of a friction velocity)
particle entrainment from the sediment bed will not oc-
cur unless there are secondary forces acting. The aver-
age flow velocities below a helicopter rotor are generally
too low to mobilize and entrain the smaller dust parti-
cles (≤10 µm) because they are more cohesive, so in the
case of a brownout cloud (which as shown in Fig. 3(a)
contains predominantly smaller particles) other particle
uplift mechanisms must be involved.
In the case of a rotor operating close to the ground,
the resulting flow is rather complicated and is both diffi-
cult to measure as well as to predict, even in the absence
of sediment. Figure 4 shows a flow visualization image
Figure 4: From a fluid mechanics perspective, the flow
near the ground below the rotor intricately complex.
and a corresponding schematic of the flow generated by a
rotor hovering over a ground plane. Notice that the rotor
wake is turned rapidly from a mostly downward (axial)
direction below the rotor to an outward (radial) direction
as it approaches the ground. The high streamline cur-
vature and steep velocity gradients in the resulting flow
cause the tip vortices (which are the dominant, but not
the only important flow features in the rotor wake) to be-
come stretched along their lengths; this is a mechanism
that intensifies their vorticity, increases their swirl veloci-
ties and counters their normal diffusive behavior. The up-
shot of this process is that the vortices persist in the flow
for much longer compared to the case when the rotor is
operated away from the ground; this result is obviously
important when it comes to the development of brownout
conditions.
The inner part of the rotor wake (i.e., the vortex
sheets) can also be seen in the flow visualization of Fig. 4,
and while the sheets comprise lower levels of vorticity,
they have much higher levels of turbulence, all of which
becomes entrained into the near-wall flow region. The
resulting downstream flow (i.e., outward away from the
rotor) develops into a rather unsteady, turbulent wall jet
containing embedded regions of concentrated vorticity.
When sediment lies on the ground below a rotor, the
action of the rotor wake can be expected to mobilize and
entrain the sediment in regions of high shear and pressure
forces and uplift velocities, as summarized previously by
Fig. 2. An important entrainment mechanism arises from
the effects of the blade tip vortices; see Figs. 2 previ-
ously and Fig. 5. In this case, high surface shear stresses
combined with low pressures and the upward flow veloc-
ities induced by the tip vortices, lead to “trapping” of the
sediment particles, uplifting them away from the ground.
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Figure 1.3: A rotor in ground-effect: (a) flow visualization and (b) schematic diagram
(from Ref. 8).
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Figure 15: A schematic of the near-wall flow mechanisms that can cause sediment uplift and suspension.
in Fig. 16. This simplified configuration (at least com-
pared to the overall complexity of a rotor flow) allows
for the generation of coherent vortex rings to be embed-
ded within the mean flow, which is generated through
pneumatic forcing of the inner jet from a nozzle. De-
pending on the forcing signal, single or multiple vortex
ring structures of known strength can be generated and
allowed to interact with the flow at the wall, providing
for the same essential features of radial vortex stretching
and vortex/wall interaction that are produced below rotor
systems. The advantage of this particular experiment is
that it produces a simplified but still highly representa-
tive type of flow suitable for initial CFD simulations of
both the single-phase and two-phase flow environments.
The image in Fig. 17 shows a vortex ring imping-
ing on a ground plane. This single-phase result is the
phase-average of a set of PIV images that have a field of
view extending from the bottom of the inner nozzle to the
ground. The length scales have been normalized by the
radius of the inner nozzle. Contours of vorticity are su-
perimposed on streamlines of the measured flow. The in-
ner nozzle produces a constant flow rate. Notice that the
ring vortex has begun to interact with the ground plane,
increasing its diameter (relative to the nozzle) because
of stretching. The interaction with the wall intensifies
the vorticity, the pressure gradients at the wall causing
boundary layer thickening and flow separation. This pro-
cess results is a secondary region of vorticity of opposite
sign, this also being a feature seen in the rotor experi-
ments (measurements and calculations—see later).
Ongoing work has included measurements of the par-
ticle suspension and corresponding fluid velocity through
a combination of high-speed imaging and fluorescent
two-phase particle imaging velocimetry (Refs. 14, 15).
The high-speed imaging is conducted under both gen-
eral continuous illumination and laser sheet conditions
to observe the instantaneous evolution of single events.
Two-phase PIV imaging has been attempted using a dual
camera fluorescent technique. In this method, micron-
sized fluorescent droplets are imaged through a long-
wavelength filter to measure the motion of the carrier
phase, while direct scatter from the dispersed phase pro-
Figure 16: Schematic of the axial jet and vortex ring
experiment used to simply the problem of a vortical
wake impinging on a sediment bed.
vides information about the dust particles. Two particle
size classes are being used to study the effects of cohe-
sion and saltation impact on the particle suspension pro-
cess. The cohesive properties of the sediment particles
can be modified using several means including humidity
level, surface treatment of the glass spheres (hydrophilic
or hydrophobic coatings), and charge neutralization.
Bed Erosion Studies: In a fourth experiment, which is
being led by Brian Dade at Dartmouth College, detailed
assessments are being made on a sediment bed below a
small-scale rotor system of the non-uniform spatial struc-
T211-1-11
Figure 1.4: Schematic showing the different modes of dust particle motion and the fun-
dam ntal uplift mechanisms seen in the near-wall region (from Ref. 7).
(Ref. 9).
Through extensive examinations of photographs and video footage (Ref. 9), it has
b en oted that certain rotorcraft tend to have more severe brownout characteristics where
a l rge dust cloud completely envelops the rotorcraft, often exacerbated by the occur-
rence of particle reingestion into the rotor disk. Conversely, other rotorcraft have been
noted to have particularly benign brownout characteristics where the cloud develops in a
radially- xpanding, toroidal geometry which leaves regions with minimal visual obscu-
ration within the cloud. Additionally, certain takeoff and landing techniques have been
employed to minimize the severity of the developing brownout cloud such as using tech-
niques to “outrun” the developing brownout cloud.
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Figure 1.4: Schematic showing the different modes of dust particle motion and the
fundamental uplift mechanisms seen in the near-wall region [5].
or less sedime t particles will be uplifted. To this end, certain takeoff and landing
techniques have been employed to minimize the severity of the developing brownout
cloud. For example, pilots have adopted strategies such as attempting to “outrun”
the cloud so that pilot’s field of view (FOV) remains clear for a majority of the
maneuver. While these strategies are generally accepted among pilots, they are the
result of experience and have not been confirmed by means of models.
1.2 Literature Review
The present research can be separated into two major areas: brownout simula-
tion and rotorcraft dynamics simulation. The breadth of brownout research is quite
broad because of the multidisciplinary nature of the brownout problem. Research
on brownout has been done in the fields of measurement and characterization, mod-
eling and simulation, experimentation, sensors and cueing aids, and maintenance
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considerations [2]. In recent years, several comprehensive flight dynamics simula-
tion models have been developed in industry, academia, and research institutions
[15]. The following section details the previous work in brownout and rotorcraft
dynamics simulations that led to the specific development of the methodology used
in this thesis work.
1.2.1 Brownout Research
In the field of brownout cloud modeling and simulation, Syal et al. [10] de-
veloped a Lagrangian dust cloud simulation methodology. A Lagrangian Free Vor-
tex Method (FVM) was coupled to a viscous semi-empirical approximation for the
boundary layer flow near the ground, and modeled the flow field generated by an
isolated main rotor in ground effect operations over a sediment bed. The model
included several mechanisms of particle entrainment, including shear forces, pres-
sure forces, and bombardment ejections. A numerically efficient particle tracking
methodology was developed where individual particles or clusters of particles were
tracked in the flow. The methodology was validated against available measure-
ments, including flow field measurements that have been made with laboratory- and
full-scale rotors in ground effect conditions. The predicted dust clouds were also
compared against measurements of developing dust clouds produced by a helicopter
during different flight maneuvers and demonstrated good agreement.
Hu et al. [11] improved upon the computational efficiency of the dust cloud
calculations through parallelization of graphics processing units (GPUs) and algo-
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rithmic modifications to drastically decrease computational times. This model was
utilized by Kalra et al. [12] and Thomas et al. [13], coupling the dust cloud method-
ology to a CFD-based methodology for modeling a hovering rotor in ground effect.
The dust cloud methodology was further extended by Syal et al. [14] to examine
the possibility of brownout mitigation using a slotted-tip blade by implementing a
semi-empirical modification to the tip vortex characteristics. Based on the analysis
of the dust clouds it was shown that with a slotted-tip blade fewer particles were
mobilized from the sediment bed, and the overall density of the brownout cloud
within the critical regions of the pilot’s FOV was generally lower.
Tritschler et al. [2] employed the dust cloud simulation to develop a method-
ology for operational brownout mitigation through flight path optimization. The
coupled FVM model and dust cloud model was used to simulate the effect of dif-
ferent landing approach profiles on the brownout cloud. A metric for the overall
density of the cloud was created based on a time-averaged density of the dust par-
ticles in the pilot’s FOV. It was for this metric that the flight path was optimized.
This study found that the optimizer “preferred” flight profiles that were much more
aggressive than typical flight profiles used by pilots. These profiles favored methods
that would either “outrun” the cloud at shallow approach angles, or land at steeper
angles that minimized the amount of time that the rotor wake was in contact with
the ground. Operationally, these“preferred” approaches correlated well with the
approaches that pilots tend to use in the field.
Tritschler’s methodology provided a significant step for studying methods of
possible operational mitigation of brownout, a field in which very little academic
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research has been done. However, this study included sevel modeling simplifications
and the rotorcraft model consisted of only an isolated main rotor. To reach the next
step in mitigation studies, a more detailed model of the helicopter is required. A
fundamental aim of the present research is to couple a more detailed, high-fidelity
rotorcraft flight dynamics model with Tritschler’s methodology for brownout miti-
gation.
1.2.2 Rotorcraft Dynamics Simulation
The flight dynamics model used in the present study, also known as HeliUM in
its current implementation, has been developed at the University of Maryland over
several years. Cheng [15] presented a brief history of the simulation model, and it
is summarized here along with further developments since then.
The model is originally from the helicopter simulation model GenHel [16],
specialized for the Sikorsky UH-60 Black Hawk. The rotor was modeled with a rigid
blade flap and lag degrees-of-freedom, and the torsional dynamics using a pseudo-
modal approach. The fuselage was modeled as a rigid body with aerodynamic
coefficients of the fuselage and empennage provided by a look-up table. The fidelity
of the GenHel model was improved by Ballin [17] who implemented the engine
model and Kim [18], [19] who included the main rotor inflow model using the Pitt-
Peters dynamic inflow model. A new trim procedure was also developed with the
equations of motion presented in first-order state-space form, which allowed for a
linear time-invariant model to be extracted using a perturbation averaging method.
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This version of the model, named UM-GenHel, was calibrated based on actual flight
test data and is widely used in flight dynamics analysis at NASA Ames Research
Center.
The model has continued to be developed at the University of Maryland as
a research tool. Turnour [20] extended the rotor blade modeling of UM-GenHel
by including the aeroelastic rotor, which was originally developed by Celi [21] and
extended by Spence [22] to include the coupled rotor-fuselage formulation. Turnour
also added the finite state wake [23] and the Leishman-Nguyen [24] state-space
unsteady aerodynamics model. Theodore [25] extended the inflow model to include
the maneuvering Free Vortex Wake model [26] as a replacement for the dynamic
inflow model.
The simulation was reworked by Fusato [27] for a new implicit formulation
of the equations of motions, which made the simulation model more flexible and
modular. Cheng [15] introduced Higher-Harmonic Control (HHC) to the simulation,
that consisted of superimposing high frequency inputs over the conventional low
frequency inputs used to control and manuever the helicopter. Ribera [28] further
improved upon the wake model, adding the Bhagwat-Leishman [24] time-marching
free-vortex wake model. After Ribera, the simulation was updated from Fortran
77 to Fortran 95, and the Free Wake models were uncoupled from the simulation.




The objectives of the present research were:
1. To recouple the Free Vortex Method (FVM) model to the flight dynamics
simulation to create a high-fidelity rotorcraft model. Furthermore, to optimize
the trim procedure and validate the results with flight test data.
2. To develop a methodology for approach profile following during time-integration
of the flight dynamics model.
3. To apply the coupled high fidelity model to the brownout mitigation though
flight path optimization methodology presented by Tischler et al. [2] and
compare the results.
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is divided into five chapters. The first chapter describes the basic
problem of brownout and why it occurs. It further describes the brownout mitigation
procedures and simulations that provide the background and basis for the present
work.
The second chapter describes the methodology of the entire brownout mitiga-
tion simulation. This methodology contains a description of both the flight dynamics
and FVM models and their subsequent coupling, along with a description of the dust
cloud simulation and the optimization procedure.
The third chapter presents the validation of the coupling of the flight dynamics
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and FVM models. It also presents the results of the approach profile implementa-
tion. The results of the brownout mitigation through flight path optimization study
are also presented in this chapter. In addition, an interpretation of the results is
presented.
The forth and final chapter gives a summary of the conclusions drawn from






The brownout mitigation simulation approach takes place within a numerical
optimization framework which consists of three steps. First, the rotor wake corre-
sponding to the desired landing maneuver is calculated using the helicopter flight
dynamics model coupled with the wake model. The resulting wake determines the
flow field surrounding the rotor and close to the ground. Second, the motion of the
dust particles generated by the flow field is computed. Last, an objective function
based on the dust particle’s geometry is calculated and a numerical optimizer is
used to create a new desired landing maneuver. The process is repeated until the
desired level of convergence of the objective function is reached. The basis of this
process has been described in [2], and the key elements and modifications to the
process will be discussed here.
2.2 High-Fidelity Helicopter Flight Dynamics Modeling
A high-fidelity helicopter flight dynamics model is used to accurately model the
states of the helicopter during the maneuver. The model consists of main rotor and
fuselage equations of motion, as well as the tail rotor inflow dynamics. In addition,
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the main rotor consists of flexible blades that are discretized using a finite-element
method. This section contains a brief summary of the main assumptions used, as
well as the rotor and fuselage equations of motion. A full description of the model
can be found in [31].
2.2.1 Overview
The mathematical model used in this study describes the rigid body dynamics
of the aircraft, the coupled flap-lag-torsion-axial dynamics of each main rotor blade,
and the inflow dynamics of the main rotor and the tail rotor. With the exception
of the free vortex wake, the mathematical model is formulated as a system of first-
order, coupled, non-linear ordinary differential equations of the form:
ẏ = f(y, u; t) (2.1)
where y is a vector of states, u is a vector of controls, and t is time. The coupled
wake does not contribute any additional dynamic equations to the basic first-order
form of the equations of motion. The wake model is discussed in more depth in the
following sections.
The state vector y takes the form (for a four-bladed rotor):

































in which u, v, w, p, q and r are the velocities and rates in the body fixed coordinate
system; φF , θF , and ψF are the Euler angles of the fuselage; λt is the tail rotor inflow;
and qki and q̇
k
i are the generalized displacement and velocity coordinates for blade i
and normal mode k in the rotating frame at the azimuth angle ψi.
The control vector u is defined as:
u = [δ1c δ1s δ0 δt] (2.4)
which correspond to the pilot’s stick inputs for the lateral and longitudinal cyclic
pitch, and the collective pitch controls for the main and tail rotors.
The model is formulated as a series of nested loops, the order from outermost
to innermost is as follows: over the rotors, blades, finite-elements, and Gaussian
points within the element.
2.2.2 Main Assumptions
The main assumptions made in the formulation of the mathematical model
used for the present research are listed below [31]:
1. The undeformed blade is straight with no sweep, droop, or torque offsets.
2. The external wind velocity is zero.
3. The airframe is a rigid body with a constant mass and a uniform mass distri-
bution; the X − Z plane is a plane of symmetry.
4. For the standard four-bladed, utility helicopter configuration, the pitch angle
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of the horizontal stabilizer is fixed for a given flight condition, and the control
logic for the automatic positioning of the horizontal stabilizer is not modeled.
5. The fuselage and tail surface aerodynamics are derived from wind tunnel tests
without the main rotor. The aerodynamic coefficients are provided in the
form of look-up tables as functions of angle attack and sideslip, which are not
necessarily small angles. Stall, compressibility, and unsteady aerodynamic
effects are neglected for the fuselage and tail
6. The blades are assumed to be rigid in flap, lag and torsion inboard of the flap
and lag hinges, and the respective hinges are coincident.
7. The blade cross-sections are symmetric with respect to the major principal
axes.
8. The blade cross-sectional area centroid and elastic axes are coincident, which
means that the tension center is coincident with the elastic axis. However,
cross-sectional centers of gravity (CG), aerodynamic centers (AC), and elastic
axes (EA) need not be coincident.
9. Blade chord, built-in twist, stiffness and mass properties, and cross-sectional
offsets are defined at discrete spanwise stations, and vary linearly in between.
10. The blade is built of an isotropic, linearly elastic material.
11. Bernoulli-Euler beam theory is used, implying that plane cross sections remain
plane and perpendicular to the elastic axis during deformations. The effects
of shear deformation are neglected.
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12. The blade undergoes moderate deflections, implying small strains and finite
rotations.
13. Structural damping forces are viscous.
14. The effects of dynamic stall are not included. Quasi-steady stall and compress-
ibility effects are modeled through tables of lift, drag and moment coefficients.
The unsteady aerodynamic effects, including circulatory effects and the accel-
eration type non-circulatory effects, are neglected with the exception of pitch
damping.
15. Aerodynamic forces and moments on the blade section are based on the airflow
velocity at the elastic axis of the blade.
16. All blades are assumed to have identical mass, stiffness, and geometric prop-
erties.
17. The blades rotate at a constant angular speed, Ω. Engine and engine control
system dynamics are neglected.
18. The blade pitch control system, including the actuators, is infinitely stiff.
Freeplay in the control linkages is not modeled. The swashplate and tail rotor
collective control are attached rigidly to the pilot controls.
2.2.3 Main Rotor Equations of Motion
The dynamics of the main rotor blades are treated individually in the rotat-
ing frame where equations for each blade are formulated independently, rather than
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considering the dynamics of the rotor system as a whole and formulating the equa-
tions in the non-rotating frame. This modeling of the individual blades by separate
(although coupled) equations allows for analysis of system with dissimilar blades.
For the case of the present study, the blades are all assumed to be identical and
follow the same track.
The main rotor blades are modeled as flexible beams undergoing coupled flap,
lag, torsion, and axial motion. They are attached to a hub that may have large
amplitude linear and angular motions. The blade equations of motion are nonlinear
coupled, partial differential equations with periodic coefficients. These equations
are transformed into a system of nonlinear, coupled, ordinary differential equations
using a finite element discretization to eliminate the spatial variable. The discretiza-
tion is based on Galerkin’s method of weighted residuals. The resulting beam finite
element has 15 modal degrees-of-freedom, namely: flag and lag bending displace-
ment and slopes at the ends of the element, for a total of 8 degrees-of-freedom;
torsional rotations at the ends of the element and at the element mid-point; and
axial displacements at four equally spaced nodes within the element, including the
two end points. The aerodynamic, structural, tensile, and inertial load vectors are
calculated numerically, using Gaussian integration.
A modal coordinate transformation is used to reduce the number of degrees-of-
freedom, and consequently, the number of equations that describe the dynamics of
each rotor blade. Coupled, rotating blade mode shapes are used in the transforma-
tion. The result is a system of nonlinear, coupled, second-order ordinary differential
equations with time-varying coefficients, that is converted to first-order form and
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coupled to the remainder of the mathematical model.
2.2.4 Fuselage Equations of Motion
The main assumption in the formulation of the fuselage equations of motion
is that the body of the helicopter is rigid. The fuselage equations consist of the
non-linear force and moment equilibrium equations and the equations that relate
the aircraft angular rates p, q, and r and the rates of change of the Euler angles
φF , θF , and ψF , respectively.
External loads are applied at the center of gravity of the body, and include
contributions from the main and tail rotors as well as aerodynamic loads applied
directly to the fuselage. The loads from the main rotor are of inertial and aerody-
namic origin. Aerodynamic forces and moments acting on the body of the fuselage
are extracted from non-linear data tables of aerodynamic coefficients.
2.3 Rotor Flow Field Modeling
In the present work, the aerodynamic flow field of the rotor was modeled using
a time-accurate Free Vortex Method (FVM) [29]. Ground effect was modeled using
an image rotor system. An inviscid-viscous method was utilized to predict the flow
field arising from a combination of the rotor flow (modeled as an inviscid potential
flow by the FVM) and the resulting viscous flow in the boundary layer at the ground
[2].
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2.3.1 Computing Induced Velocities Using the Biot-Savart Law
In a FVM, the velocity induced by the wake at any location may be computed
by the repeated application of the Biot-Savart Law, and then numerically integrating
the induced velocity contribution from each vortex element over the entire flow field.
Figure 2.1 shows a schematic of how the application of the Biot-Savart law may be
used to compute the velocity V at a point ‘P’ from a curved vortex filament of








where r is the position vector of the point ‘P’ with respect to the vortex element dl.
In the present work, the curved vortex filaments were approximated by straight-line
segments, resulting in a reconstruction of the induced velocity field that is second-
order accurate [32].
2.3.2 Blade Aerodynamic Model
The main rotor was modeled as Nb rigid, articulated blades, which execute
fully independent, time-accurate, flapping motion. In the present work, each blade
was modeled as a distribution of vortex singularities (bound vortices) in the flow
field using the Weissinger-L lifting surface model [33]; see Fig. 2.2. Each blade was
discretized into Ns spanwise segments and one chordwise segment.
Generally, the wake from each rotor blade consists of a vortex sheet and a






























Figure 2.1: Velocity induced at poi t ‘P’ from (a) curved vortex filament and (b) a
straight vortex segment of constant strength (from Ref. 111).






















Notice that the formulation of Eq. (2.3) has eliminated the trigonometric functions of
Eq. (2.2). It may, therefore, be solved at lower computational costs when implemented
numerically.
Blade Aerodynamic Model The main rotor was modeled as Nb rigid, articulated blades,
which may execute fully independent, time-accurate, flapping motion. In the present
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Figure 2.1: Velocity induced at a point ’P’ from (a) a curved vortex filament and
(b) a straight vortex segment of constant strength [3].
and parallel to the trailing edge of the blade, which are known as trailed and shed
vortices, respectively. In the present work, the trailed vortices (i.e., the near wake),
was assumed to be rigid and fixed to the blade. The near wake was truncated at
∆ψ = 30◦, and was coupled by means of a circulation-preserving boundary condition
to a far wake consisting of a rolled-up tip vortex farther downstream.
2.3.3 Free-Vortex Wake Modeling
The vortices of the far wake, which consist of Lagrangian markers that de-
fine the straight-line segment approximations to th curved vortex filaments (see
Fig. 2.3), were free to convect to force-free locations nder the influence of the local
velocity field. The motion of the Lagrangian markers is governed by the three-



















in near-wake L-shaped vortex elements
Figure 2.3: Weissinger-L lifting surface model for the rotor blade.
2.3 Blade Aerodynamic Model
In the present work, the rotor is modeled as Nb rigid, articulated blades, which exe-
cute fully independent, time-accurate, flapping motion. The blade aerodynamic model
(developed in Refs. 59, 82) has been adopted and extended for the analysis of maneu-
vering flight. Aerodynamically, each blade is modeled as a distribution of vortex
singularities in the flowfield. The simplest vortex model for a rotor blade is the lifting
line model (Ref. 25), which models the rotor blade as a single line vortex of length
equal to the blade span. However, this model is unsatisfactory for rotor applications
because it does not capture the spanwise variation of circulation and lift, especially
the three-dimensional effects at the rotor blade tips.
A more sophisticated approach is to use a lifting surface model where the blade is
divided into spanwise and chordwise segments, enabling the resolution of the three-
dimensional effects on the rotor blade. A popular lifting surface model suitable for
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the Weissinger-L model used to represent the blade (from
Ref. 114).
work, each blade was modeled as a distribution of vortex singularities (bound vortices) in
the flow field using the Weissinger-L lifting surface model (Ref. 113); see Fig. 2.2. Each
blade was discr tiz d into Ns spanwise segments and one chordwis segment.
In a general sense, the wake from each rotor blade consists of a vortex sheet and a
concentrated tip vortex. The vortex sheet includes vorticity with components normal and
parallel to the trailing edge of the blade, which are known as trailed and shed vortices,
respectively. In the present work, the trailed vortices (i.e., the near wake), was assumed
to be rigid and fixed to the blade. The near wake was t uncated t ∆ψ = 30◦, and was
coupled by means of a circulation-preserving boundary condition to a far wake consisting
of a rolled-up tip vortex farther downstream.
Free-Vortex Wake Modeling Unlike the bound vortices, whose location was deter-
mined by the blade position, the vortices of the far wake, which consist of Lagrangian
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the Weissinger-L model used to represent the blade [34].







~V + ν∆ · ~ω (2.6)
This equation determines the rate of change of vorticity of a fluid element in terms
of the instantaneous values of vorticity ~ω and the velocity ~V . The left-hand side of
Eq. 2.6 is the total derivative of vorticity, and includes both the time rate-of-change
of vorticity and its convection rate. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 2.6
accounts for changes in the length of a vortex filament (the “straining” of the vortex
filament) as it is convected in the flow field. The second term on the right-hand side
of Eq. 2.6 accounts for the diffusion of vorticity under the action of the turbulence
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Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the Lagrangian markers used to represent the rotor wake
(from Ref. 115).
where r is the position vector of the Lagrangian markers in the vortical wake.
For a rotor blade that rotates with constant angular velocity, r may be expressed
as a function of the azimuthal position of the blade, ψ, and the age of the filament, ζ,
relative to the blade when it was deposited into the wake. In the non-rotating, hub-fixed










where the velocity, V, includes contributions from free-stream effects, induced effects,
and additional velocities imposed during the maneuver. This equation is solved us-
ing finite difference approximations. The time-accurate, two-step backward, predictor-
corrector scheme (PC2B) developed by Bhagwat and Leishman (Ref. 116) was used in
the present work.
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Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the Lagrangian markers used to represent the rotor
wake [35].
The straight line segment approximation of the curved vortex filaments mean
that all the vorticity is concentrated along the axis of each vortex filament, forming a
vortex line singularity. Under inviscid, incompressible, irrotational flow conditions,
the vortex lines move as material lines at the local flow velocities. Thus, Eq. 2.6
may be reduced to an advection (wave) equation of the form
d
dt
(r) = V(r) (2.7)
where r is the position vector of the Lagrangian markers in the vortical wake.
For a rotor blade that rotates with constant angular velocity, r may be ex-
pressed as a function of the azimuthal position of the blade, Ψ, and the age of
the filament, ζ, relative to the blade when it was deposited into the wake. In the
22










where the velocity, V, includes contributions from free-stream effects, induced ef-
fects, and additional velocities imposed during the maneuver. This equation is
solved using finite difference approximations. The time-accurate, two-step back-
ward, predictor-corrector scheme (PC2B) developed by Bhagwat and Leishman [36]
was used in the present work.
2.3.4 Modeling Ground-Effect Using the Method of Images
Ground-effect was modeled using the method of images. An image approach
method has been used exclusively in the present work because of its better compu-
tational efficiency compared to more complicate models, however this process is less
applicable to modeling non-planar or otherwise irregular ground surfaces.
The method of images involves the concurrent simulation of two rotors: a
“real” rotor system and an “image” rotor system; see Fig. 2.4. The image rotor
system is located at the same lateral and longitudinal positions as the real rotor
system, though beneath the ground plane at a negative height of equal magnitude
to the height of the real system. The strength of the vortex filaments of the two rotor
systems are equal and opposite to each other such that the total normal component
of velocity at the ground plane becomes zero when the Lagrangian markers of the







Figure 2.5: A representative free-vortex wake solution obtained using the “method of
images” for a rotor in ground-effect (from Ref. 110).
however, a simplified trim methodology was used to calculate the flight control input
angles required to obtain the prescribed flight condition, i.e., a prescribed time history
of thrust and tip-path-plane (TPP) orientation (Ref. 114). Additionally, the flight control
input angles were solved to result in a TPP that was always perpendicular to the rotor axis
of rotation, effectively eliminating cyclic flapping. Only the effects of an isolated main
rotor system were considered (i.e., no fuselage and no tail rotor).
In the trim methodology, the rotor control inputs are assembled into a vector, i.e.,
x = {θ0,θ1c,θ1s}T (2.14)
where θ0 is the collective pitch angle, θ1c is the lateral cyclic angle and θ1s is the lon-
gitudinal cyclic angle. The control input vector, x is updated during the trim procedure
by solving a linearized system of coupled equation that relate the control inputs, x, to an
output vector, y, i.e.,
y = {CT ,β1c,β1s}T (2.15)
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Figure 2.4: A representative free-vortex wake solution obtained using the “method
of images” for a rotor in ground-effect [10].
therefore, implicitly satisfies the no-penetration condition at all points over the
ground plane.
2.4 Coupling of the Flight Dynamics and the Free Wake
The coupling of the flight dynamics and FVM model allows for the rotor inflow
to be calculated by the FVM model, therefore, replacing the need for a dynamic
inflow model. Hence, when using the FVM model, the main rotor inflow coefficients
and the dynamic inflow equations corresponding to the main rotor are no longer
in the trim unknowns or trim equations respectively. The coupling of the flight
dynamics and free-wake models precedes as developed in Ref. [28]. The details
are summarized here. In addition, the trim process was modified from the trim
presented in [28] to create a more computationally efficient and higher fidelity trim,
which is explained later in this section.
When passing variables between the models they must be formulated in the
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proper discretizations for their respective models. In the flight dynamics model,
the azimuth and blade segments are both discretized into 32 Guassian points that
are not necessarily evenly spaced. The azimuth and blade segments in the FVM
model are discretized into 32 evenly spaced points. When variables are passed to the
FVM model, they are linearly interpolated along both the azimuth and the blade
to the required evenly spaced points. Before the variables are passed back to the
flight dynamics model they are linearly interpolated along the blade segment, then
quadratically interpolated along the azimuth back into the Guassian points [28].
2.4.1 Velocity Requirement
As discussed earlier, the total velocity at each blade section is required for the
calculation of the bound circulation with the Weissinger-L model [28], i.e.:
Ns∑
j=1
[Ibi,j + INWi,j ]Γj = {(V∞ + VBM + Vman + VFW ) · n} i (2.9)
where Ibi,j and INWi,j are the bound and near wake influence coefficient matrices,
respectively, and Γj is the bound circulation at the blade segment j. The free-
stream velocities at the control point,V∞, the velocity from the blade motion and
flexibility VBM , and the velocities due to the rotation of the helicopter during the
maneuver Vman are all provided by the flight dynamics model. The flow velocity
VFW is calculated by the FVM.
The free-stream velocity, V∞, consists of the hub linear velocities, while the
maneuver velocity, Vman, consists of the hub angular velocities [28]. Both of these
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velocities must be in the global wake coordinate system to be compatible with the







+ ω ×RB (2.10)
where RB is the position vector of a point on the blade. However, the Weissinger-L
model requires the velocities to be at the 3/4 chord location, as opposed to the
elastic axis (located in the quarter-chord location) where it is located in the flight
dynamics model for the aerodynamic load calculation. To account for this effect,
the velocities are computed as in 2.10, but using an adapted position vector:





which is the position vector of a point that is not necessarily on the elastic axis. The
underlined terms in Eq. 2.11 represent the distance of the point from the elastic
axis, hence allowing the velocities to be calculated at the 3/4 chord locations on the
blades.
2.4.2 Blade Flapping Requirement
The blade flapping angles, β(ψ), are necessary to determine the relative po-
sitions of the blade control points with respect to the wake filaments in the flow.
The flapping angles are also required to determine the release point of the vortex
filament at the blade tip. In the uncoupled version of the FVM model used in the
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flight dynamics in [2], the blade flapping is prescribed by the blade flapping equa-
tion of motion. However, when coupling the FVM and flight dynamics models, the
flapping is now a product of the flight dynamics model.
In the flight dynamics model, the blades are flexible and have hinges that can
be offset from the axis of rotation. However, the FVM model assumes the blades to
be straight, with a flap hinge at the axis of rotation. For this reason, an “equivalent”
blade flap angle is defined [28]. Figure 2.5 shows the definition of the “equivalent”
flap angle β, which represents the angle between the hub plane and a straight blade
hinged at the axis of rotation that has the same tip flap displacement as the elastic





where wtip is the flapping displacement of the elastic blade from the undeformed,
preconed blade coordinate system, and βp is the blade precone angle.
While only a rigid flapping angle is given to the FVM model, the effects of
blade flexibility are included through the velocity induced by blade motion. The
motion of blade from flexibility affects the sectional velocity at each blade control
point [35], [34]. The sectional velocity corresponds to VBM (described in the above
section), which is required for the calculation of the bound circulation. Therefore,
the velocity from blade motion used for the calculation of the bound circulation






















Figure 3.2: Definition of equivalent tip flapping angles for the free wake model.
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Figure 2.5: Definition of equivalent tip flapping angles for the FVM model [28].
2.4.3 Inflow Exchange
The FVM model outputs the distribution of the induced velocities over the
rotor plane, λ(ψ, r). The flight dynamics model currently only makes use of the
z-component of these induced velocities even though the FVM model calculates the
velocity all three directions. This assumption can be made safely for the majority
of flight conditions, because the x and y components are much smaller than the z
component, hence the inflow can be assumed to be one-dimensional. These velocities
are then added to the velocity of the blade section, to obtain the local velocities
required to compute the rotor aerodynamic loads [28].
2.4.4 Trim Procedure
Both the flight dynamics and FVM models have separate trim routines when
they are decoupled from each other. The goal of the next section is to present a quick
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summary of each trim routine, then the coupled version used in the present work.
The FVM model has a simplified trim routine that trims to a prescribed rotor thrust,
whereas the flight dynamics model has a more extensive model described below.
2.4.4.1 Trim with the FVM Model
The trim procedure used in [2] consists of a simplified trim methodology to
calculate the flight control input angles required to obtain the prescribed flight
condition. Only the effects of an isolated main rotor system were considered, where
the main rotor control inputs are the unknown trim states:
xFVM = {θ0, θ1c, θ1s}T (2.13)
where θ0 is the collective pitch angle, θ1c is the lateral cyclic angle, and θ1s is
the longitudinal cyclic angle. The control vector xFVM is updated during the trim
procedure by solving a linearized system of coupled equations that relate the control
inputs, xFVM , to an output vector, yFVM :
yFVM = {CT , β1c, β1s}T (2.14)
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where CT is the rotor coefficient of thrust, β1c is the lateral flap angle, and β1s is











where CTreq is the target total thrust coefficient of the rotor system. In this way,
throughout a prescribed flight condition, the routine trims to a constant prescribed
thrust target as well as zero net flapping with respect to the shaft. The assumptions
of using a specific target thrust coefficient and zero flapping are removed when trim-
ming with the coupled flight dynamics and FVM models. Taking these assumptions
out provides a more robust trim routine that is trimmed to the full rotorcraft and
not just the main rotor.
2.4.4.2 The Base Flight Dynamics Model Trim
The generic trim condition in the flight dynamics model is defined by the total
aircraft velocity V , turn rate ψ̇, and flight path angle γ. The trim equations make
up a system of non-linear algebraic equations, which can be written as:
F(X) = 0 (2.16)
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The vector of trim unknowns is composed of three parts:
X = {XB XR XI}T (2.17)
where XB, XR, and XI contain, respectively, the trim unknowns associated with
the body, rotor, and inflow. When the FVM model is used to compute the induced
velocities, the inflow unknowns are unnecessary and so they are removed from the
set of trim unknowns. The body trim unknowns, XB are:
XB = [δ0 δ1c δ1s δt αF βF φF θF λt]
T (2.18)
where δ0, δ1c, δ1s, and δt are the collective, cyclic, and tail pilot stick inputs re-
spectively; αF , βF , φF , and θF are angle of attack, sideslip, pitch angle, and bank
angle of the fuselage; and λt is the constant tail rotor inflow. The tail rotor inflow
is present both when dynamic inflow and the FVM models are used, hence it is
included as part of the body trim unknowns.
The corresponding body trim equations consist of the following:
1. Force and moment equilibrium: Force and moment equilibrium is enforced by
requiring that the linear and angular accelerations of the aircraft be equal to
zero when averaged over one rotor revolution:
∫ 2π
0
u̇ dψ = 0 (2.19)
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and similarly for v̇, ẇ, ṗ, q̇, and ṙ.
2. Turn coordination equation: The condition for turn coordination is that the





(cosα cosφ+ sinα tan θ) cos β]dψ = 0 (2.20)
3. Relationship between angle of attack and Euler pitch angle: The flight path
angle γ, angle of attack α, sideslip angle β, roll angle φ, and pitch angle θ
need to satisfy the following equation (Ref. [29]):
∫ 2π
0
[cosα cos β sin θ−(sin β sinφ+sinα cos β cosφ) cos θ−sin γ]dψ = 0 (2.21)
4. Tail rotor inflow: The tail rotor equation enforces that the tail rotor inflow be
constant, on average, over one rotor revolution:
∫ 2π
0
u̇ dψ = 0 (2.22)
The blade motion, to convert the differential blade equations into algebraic
equations is assumed to be periodic around the azimuth. Each blade has a constant
component of motion around the azimuth, as well as three harmonics. The trimmed
modal equations have the form:
q = q0 +
Nh∑
i=1
(qic cos iψ + q1s sin iψ) (2.23)
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whereNh is the number of harmonics used. Equation 2.23 can easily be differentiated
twice to produce the needed modal velocities and accelerations. The corresponding
rotor unknowns for the trim algebraic solution are the steady state and harmonic
coefficients. In the present work, Nh = 3 harmonics are used, so a total of 7
unknowns exist for each blade mode. Assuming that the blades are identical, and
perform identical motions in trim, only one blade needs to be taken into account.
The blade equation of motion is transformed from an ordinary differential
equation into a set of non-linear algebraic equations using the Galerkin method of
residuals. A nonzero vector of residuals ε dependent on the azimuth ψ is created
from the deflections q from Eq. 2.23. The Galerkin method states that the choice
of q0, qic, and q1s that minimizes on average the residual vector ε is the one which
satisfies the following equations [37], i.e.,
∫ 2π
0
ε(ψ) dψ = 0
∫ 2π
0
ε(ψ) cos jψ dψ = 0 j = 1, ..., Nh (2.24)
∫ 2π
0
ε(ψ) sin jψ dψ = 0 j = 1, ..., Nh
The trim equations are in the form:
F(x) = 0 (2.25)
but in general it is not equal to zero but rather a residual that is dependent on blade
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azimuth position ψ. This then puts the trim equations in the form:
F(x) = r (2.26)
where r is the vector of the residuals obtained by substituting the tentative trim
solution x into the system of equations F. The non-linear algebraic equation solver
[38] then adjusts the values of x to reduce the norm of r below a certain tolerance
and therefore, solve the trim problems.
2.4.4.3 Coupling of the FVM and Flight Dynamics Models in Trim
The trim structure used in [28] places the FVM model in the main trim loop.
The FVM model is run to calculate the inflow for each new guess, XK of the non-
linear algebraic equation solver, as demonstrated schematically in Fig. 2.6. However,
the last guesses of the equation solver have very small perturbations from the previ-
ous guess and therefore the FVM model is almost insensitive to these small changes
of the trim variables. The extra trim guesses leads to a computationally costly sim-
ulation with little benefit with a computation time of six to seven hours to trim for a
single flight condition. The trim structure was modified to reduce its computational
cost, as well as its run time.
The new trim structure proceeds with an inner loop, outer loop structure as
demonstrated in Fig. 2.7. The inner loop consists of the basic trim routine as shown
in Fig. 2.7(a) and summarized below:































Figure 4.6: Scheme of the trim procedure with a time-marching free wake model
coupled to the rotor-fuselage model.
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Figure 2.6: Old trim structure [28].
non-linear algebraic equation solver.
2. The algebraic equation solver gives the set of trim variables.
3. The trim variables are transformed from the stick inputs and fuselage angles
into the states and their time derivatives using input from the flight condition
given. The difference between the trim variables that are used in the algebraic
equations and the states used in the ODEs are shown in Table 2.1. The trim
variables are also put into the turn coordination, rate of climb of flight path,
and tail rotor inflow equations.
4. The states and rates of change are then used to calculate the rotor and fuselage
ODEs.
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5. Residuals of the ODEs are calculated.
6. Both the ODE residuals and the results of the turn coordination, rate of climb
flight path, and tail rotor inflow equations are put in the form of the algebraic
trim equations discussed above, and the algebraic equation (AE) residuals are
calculated.
7. The residuals are passed to the non-linear algebraic equation solver, and Steps
2 through 7 are repeated until the algebraic equation residuals fall below a
certain tolerance and a trim solution is reached.
The outer loop of the new trim structure takes the FVM out of the trim loop
as shown in Fig. 2.7(b), and is summarized below:
1. Like in the inner loop, an initial trim guess is given to the system.
2. Initially, the inner loop trim with dynamic inflow and its corresponding states
calculates a trim solution based on dynamic inflow.
3. The FVM model uses the trim solution given from the inner loop trim to
calculate the velocities seen at the blades and the blade flap angles, as dis-
cussed above. The FVM then calculates the induced inflow based on this trim
solution, velocities, and flap angles.
4. With the updated induced inflow, the inner trim loop proceeds. In this loop,
the dynamic inflow and its corresponding states have been removed, and the
updated inflow is used in its place. The inner loop produces an updated set
of trim variables.
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5. At this point, the current updated trim variables are compared to the trim
variables from the previous run of the inner loop to see if the trim variables
have converged.
6. Steps 3 through 5 are repeated until the trim variables have converged below
a certain tolerance and a trim solution has been reached.
This new method of trim has some advantages over the method used in [28].
The accuracy of the trim solution is increased because of an additional requirement
of the trim variable convergence. In the method from [28] the trim solution is
reached once the residuals are below a certain tolerance. However, this method has
the possibility that a significant change in the trim variables could lead to a result
in residuals below the required tolerance even though the trim variables have not
converged yet. The added requirement that the trim variables need to be converged
ensures that the trim solution is achieved gradually and that the wake geometry
and the set of trim variables match.
This trim approach builds on the concept from [28] of fixing the induced ve-
locities during the calculation of trim because the FVM model is insensitive to very
small changes to the trim variables. By fixing the induced velocities for the bulk
of the trim solution, and trimming with fixed inflow then updating the wake to the
new trim solution and repeating the processes, the computational efficiency of the
simulation is increased. The modified trim method has computation times around



















(a) Inner loop trim structure.
Trim with 
dynamic inflow 


















(b) Outer loop structure.
Figure 2.7: Modified trim structure.
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2.5 Approach Profile Following in Time Integration
The time-integration of the baseline equations of motion involve the calculation
of the dynamic response results for a given set of initial conditions and controls that
are applied during the integration, providing a time history for the rotorcraft states
based on these given controls. A time history of the free wake response to the given
set of controls can also be produced during the time integration. In order to model
a specified approach maneuver a method is implemented using inverse simulation to
calculate the necessary controls for the rotorcraft to match the profile.
2.5.1 Baseline Integration Procedure
The method of time integration used integrates the full set of non-linear equa-
tions with respect to time. The equations of motion are represented in the implicit
formulation:
f(ẏ,y,u; t) = 0 (2.27)
and are integrated numerically using an ordinary differential equation solver. The
solver used, DDASSL, is a variable step, variable order Adams-Bashforth method
solver in which the derivatives are approximated by a backward-difference formula.
The integration starts from an initial trim solution. From the trimmed state,
the non-linear equations of motion are integrated in time for the prescribed duration
of the simulation. The result is a set of time-histories of all the states of the model
following the pilot-prescribed input controls. When the FVM model is included in
the time integration, at each time step the equations of motion are advanced forward
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with a fixed induced inflow and then the FVM model is advanced forward one step
with the resulting states from the equations of motion fixed.
2.5.2 Integration with the FVM Model
The time-integration with the FVM model proceeds in a similar fashion to
the trim. The FVM model can be advanced in time with an arbitrary step size
δψ, and hence can be coupled with the dynamics model at any desired point in the
integration of the equations of motion. When using the time-marching FVM model,
it is not necessary to assume that each time the FVM model is evaluated represents
a steady-state condition. And because no assumption of periodicity is necessary, the
induced velocities do not need to be converged and evaluated for the entire rotor at
each call of the wake. At each step the time-marching free wake is advanced only
from the previous to the new time [28].
The inputs required for the FVM model during the time integration are the
same as those required for trim. In addition to the inputs discussed above, the rotor
position in space is given to the FVM model. However, since the integration is only
advancing one step at a time, only the new updated values of the flap and the blade
velocities at the new azimuth position are required, rather than the values over the
entire rotor disk.
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2.5.3 Approach Profile Implementation
The brownout simulation requires that the helicopter follow a specified ap-
proach profile path. The approach profile is given in terms of the time step and its
respective x, y, z positions and u, v, w body velocities. The goal of the approach
profile implementation is to match the corresponding states from the flight dynamics
model to the desired approach.
A stability augmentation control system existed in the flight dynamics model
for the time-integration and specified the appropriate pilot stick inputs to keep the
helicopter on a steady flight path. The concept of using a controller to specify the
stick inputs was expanded to keep the states not only stable but to track a specified
path.
The approach profile implementation consists of a controller that is used to
find the pilot stick inputs that produce the states required of the prescribed profile.
The controller is based on the standard control law:
u = Ke = K(r − xstate) (2.28)
where u is a vector of the pilot stick inputs, e is the error between the reference vector
containing the specified states r and the actual state vector xstate; K is a matrix
with the controller values. The controller is presented schematically in Fig. 2.8.
The input to the controller is the error e between the reference state r and the
actual state xstate. The whole state vector is integrated at each time step, and so full









Figure 2.8: Standard control structure
methodology. The states given to the controller are shown below in Eq. 2.29:
xstate = {x y z u v w p q r φ θ ψ}T (2.29)
and the reference vector consists of the corresponding states. The x, y, and z
positions as well as the u and w body velocities for the reference vector are given
from the specified approach profile. Because the time-integration proceeds after
trim, the rest of the states, the body velocity v and the body rates and angles p, q,
r and φ, θ, ψ respectively, are given their trim state for the reference vector. The
resulting reference vector has the form:
r = {xapp yapp zapp uapp vtrim wapp ptrim qtrim rtrim φtrim θtrim ψtrim}T (2.30)
The output of the controller is the set of pilot stick inputs required to keep the
states on the approach profile:
u = {δ0 δ1c δ1s δt}T (2.31)
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The goal of the controller is to only control the rigid body states. Therefore,
the linearized model computed at trim was condensed from its form consisting of all
the states to only the rigid body states. The original form of the linearized model































where the state vector x has been partitioned into the rigid body states xB and
the rotor states xR. The states can be condensed to only the rigid body states by
setting ẋ = 0 and solving for xR. The final condensed system can then be written
as:
ẋR =(ABB −ABRA−1RRARB) xB + (BB −ABRA−1RRBR) u
= A1 xB + B1 u (2.33)
where the new system has the 12 rigid body states (including the positions x, y, and
z), and 6 degrees of freedom [40]. The controller is then created from this condensed
system.





~xT (t)Q(t)~x(t) + ~uT (t)R(t)~u(t)
}
dt (2.34)
was used for assembling the controller, where Q and R are weighting matrices on
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the states and the inputs respectively. The Q matrices were structured so that
the weights would be heavier on the body positions and velocities to ensure good
tracking. The body angles and angular rates were weighted less heavily so they
have the freedom to move as the maneuver required to stay on the proper approach
profile while staying close to a nominal value. The body velocity in the y direction
v was also held at its trim value, since only profiles in the x− z plane are analyzed
here. It is possible that this value could change for approaches to include turns
however, the present study focuses on straight approaches only. The R matrix was
designed to ensure that the controls stayed within the realistic bounds of the pilot
stick inputs. However, the control inputs do not take into account a pilot model,
and hence they do not include a delay for human response.
The LQR algorithm was chosen for its robustness and its guarantee of stable
poles for the closed loop system. A pole-placement method was originally attempted,
but this did not provide the performance or the stability necessary. The LQR
method allowed for more specific tuning of each state as opposed to choosing where
the various poles would be. Moreover, the LQR algorithm simplified the controller
building and well as standardized the process.
The actual controller is assembled from a group of possible controllers based
on the flight path angle γ and the total flight velocity V , which are all designed
using the LQR method above. The group is broken into three sets of controllers for
flight path angles 0◦, 6◦, and 12◦, which correspond to the boundaries for the angle
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of descent parameter in the optimization. The angles contained in each set are:
0◦ set: 0◦ ≤ γ < 3◦
6◦ set: 3◦ ≤ γ < 9◦ (2.35)
12◦ set: 9◦ ≤ γ ≤ 12◦
Each flight path angle set consists of controllers built from the linearized models
computed at trim for every 5 kts from 0 kts to 150 kts at the flight path angle for
the set it belongs to. In each flight path angle set, the LQR tuning parameters are
the same for all speeds for consistency and ease of quickly creating a large set of
possible controllers.
The process to assemble the appropriate controller is shown in Fig. 2.9, and
summarized below:
1. At the beginning of the time integration, the appropriate set of controllers
Kset based on the flight path angle γ is chosen. Notice that for the current
approach profile the flight path angle is consistent and does not change. Hence,
the appropriate set of controllers is loaded only once at the beginning of the
time integration.
2. Find the speeds, Kspd, that the total flight velocity V lies between. If the
velocity is less or more than the respective lower and upper bounds, then the
controller used will be the one at the bound.
3. Interpolate each entry of the controller, K, based on the difference of the total
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Figure 2.9: Assembling the appropriate controller.
flight velocity and the speeds found above.
While the specific set of controllers corresponding to the flight path angle are only
loaded once at the beginning of time integration, the velocity interpolation hap-
pens at every time step of the integration. The controller assembly process at each
time step assures that the controller is always created for the specific flight con-
dition. Having multiple sets of flight path angles allows the controllers to have
different weights depending on the aggressiveness of the angle of descent for a more
customizable controller.
The whole time-integration loop proceeds similarly to the trim process. Once
the trim process is finished, however, it is possible that the trim states do not match
the first step of the approach profile. This outcome can result in an abrupt change
in controls, and could destabilize the rotorcraft states. To ensure that this behavior
does not occur, the first five rotor revolutions of the time integration are used to
linearly move from the trim states to the states required at the first step of the
approach profile. The first step of the approach profile is then held for the next ten
revolutions to make sure that all transients have been steadied out. Once those first
15 rotor revolutions of the time integration finish, the approach profile proceeds. The
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time integration process is summarized below and shown schematically in Fig. 2.10:
1. The simulation begins from the trimmed solution at t = 0.
2. Based on the flight condition, the controller is assembled and the new pilot
inputs are calculated.
3. The equations of motion are integrated to time t = t+∆t using the DDASSL
ODE solver.
4. To calculate the rotor inflow, the blade flap and velocities are saved for the
FVM model.
5. The FVM model is marched just one step to the new time t and the inflow is
saved for the next step.
6. If the system has taken the required number of steps, then the simulation is
complete, if not steps 2 through 4 are repeated.
2.6 Dust Cloud Modeling
Once the rotor flow has been predicted, the resulting brownout cloud may be
modeled. Notice that a one-way coupling is assumed in the present work, meaning
that the particle motion is driven by the air but not vice-versa, i.e. a dilute dust
cloud assumption. The brownout cloud modeling problem is particularly compli-
cated, in that the model must be capable of modeling several modes of particle uplift
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t = t + !t 
Figure 2.10: Time integration procedure.
particles to represent the essential features and characteristics of the brownout cloud,
but not so many particles as to prohibitively increase the computational expense of
the calculations [2].
2.6.1 Mobilization of Sediment from the Bed
Accurately modeling the conditions by which individual dust particles become
mobilized under the action of an unsteady, turbulent, vorticity-laden rotor flow field
is essential for modeling the development of a brownout cloud. Although most prior
entrainment models have been based upon the exceeding of a threshold friction
velocity, Syal and Leishman [10] proposed a brownout cloud development model
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that includes: (i) direct mobilization by exceeding a threshold velocity and/or (ii)
the action of unsteady pressure effects (iii) mobilization by bombardment ejection.
This is the model that is used in the present work.
Stationary particles in a sediment bed are subjected to several types of forces,
such as shear, which can be resolved into components of lift, drag, pressure, inter-
particle forces, and gravitational forces. If the moments created by the aerodynamic
forces exceed those from the gravitational and inter-particle forces, the particle
can become mobilized. This process is known as direct aerodynamic entrainment.
However, when previously mobilizaed or uplifted particles impact the sediment,
other smaller particles can be ejected through the process of bombardment. While
previous models did not include this effect into, the model used in the present study
takes into account bombardment ejection [3].
2.6.2 Particle Convection
Once a particle has been entrained into the flow field, a variety of forces govern
the particle’s motion. A one-way coupling has been assumed in the present work,
meaning that the particle motion is driven by the air ,but not vice-versa. Althougth
this assumption is not valid in all regions of the flow (particularly in regions that
are closest to the ground), it is an assumption that makes an overall solution of the
problem much more computationally tractable.
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2.6.3 Numerical Implementation
A variety of simplifications must be adopted for the numerical modeling of
large-scale brownout clouds. In the present work, the sediment bed was assumed
to consist of monodisperse spherical particles that were arranged in layers; see
Fig. 2.11a. Initially, only the particles in the top-most layer of the sediment are
considered to be “active,” meaning that they are eligible to be entrained under the
action of the aerodynamic forces. As these particles become entrained in the flow
by the different mechanisms, the particles directly beneath become active; see Fig
2.11b. Because only a finite number of layers can be computationally modeled, how-
ever, a particle only becomes active after a specified time delay, δt, after the particle
in the layer just above it has become active.
Once the particles are entrained, they convect in the flow. When the entrained
particles bombard the sediment bed with enough kinetic energy to eject particles,
the bombarded particles are treated as new (additional) particles that are introduced
into the simulation; see Fig. 2.11c.
Computationally, the dust cloud simulation is very costly, and so a variety
of methods were use to accelerate the computation times. In the present work,
“message passing interface” (MPI) was utilized for parallelization of the processes
on multicore central processing units (CPUs) [41], and “compute unified device ar-
chitecture” (CUDA) was utilized for parallelization on graphical processing units















Figure 2.14: Schematic of (a) the stationary sediment bed structured in the form of layers,
(b) active and entrained particles, and (c) new particles ejected through bombardment
(from Ref. 111).
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of (a) the stationary sediment bed structured in the form




As noted earlier, the brownout mitigation is formulated mathematically as a
numerical optimization problem and cast into a nonlinear mathematical program-
ming form. Therefore, the procedure consists of finding the value of a vector of
design variables, X, such that a scalar objective function, B(X), is minimized, i.e.,
B(X)→ min (2.36)
subject to:
behavior constraints gj(X) ≤ 0 j = 1, ...,m (2.37)
side constraints Xmin ≤ X ≤ Xmax (2.38)
2.7.1 Design Vector, X
The design vector, X, consists of three variables that describe a nominal ap-
proach profile: (i) the approach angle, αapp, (ii) the initial (asymptotic) velocity, v0,
and (iii) the range at which peak deceleration occurs, rpd (i.e., how late into the























These parameters can be used to generate the longitudinal deceleration and velocity,
and vertical velocity profiles for a general approach maneuver applying the formu-
lation in [43] and [2]. Representative longitudinal deceleration and velocity profiles
are shown in Fig. 2.12, respectively. For the current study the same formulation
used in [2] is applied here, and for consistency the same baseline condition is used.
The baseline parameters used are X1 = [αapp v0 rpd]
T = [6◦ 90 kts 300ft]T .
Each design variable is subjected to side constraints, i.e. Eq.2.38. The side
constraints for the present study are the same side constraints used in Ref [2] for
consistency, and they are
1◦ ≤ αapp ≤ 12◦ (2.40)
60 kts ≤ v0 ≤ 120 kts (2.41)
100 ft ≤ rpd ≤ 500 ft (2.42)
2.7.2 Objective Function, B(X)
To evaluate the effects of the different operational strategies, a quantitative
measure of brownout severity is required. The objective function formulation used
in [2] has been used for the present study. This objective function is characterized
by the aggragate of particle density in the FOV, which is taken to be a surrogate
for the visual degradation experienced by the pilot in brownout conditions.
From a practical standpoint, the objective function, B(X), represents the cloud
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(b) 
(a) 
Figure 3.1: Longitudinal (a) deceleration and (b) velocity profiles for the baseline ap-
proach (the data fit formulation is adapted from Ref. 135, the flight test data are from
Ref. 136).
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Figure 2.12: Longitudinal (a) deceleration and (b) velocity profiles for a represen-






for visual cues 40° x 25° mask 
Figure 2.30: Representation of the pertinent regions of a pilot’s field of view for calcula-
tion of the objective function.





















where ρ is the distance of the particle from the pilot, θP is the azimuthal location of the
particle in the pilot’s FOV, and φP is the elevation of the particle in the pilot’s FOV. These
coordinate transformations are performed at each time step in the cloud simulation, and
the procedure results in a distribution of particle density as seen by the pilot.
2.3.2 Objective Function Formulation
The pilot does not require clear visual paths in all directions during a landing ma-
neuver. Rather, the pilot can safely land a helicopter with a relatively small FOV, provided
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Figure 2.13: Representation of the most important regions of a pilot’s field of view
for calculation of the objective function [2].
visual cues. The calculation of the objective function begins by projecting the
position of each particle of the cloud, at each instant in time, onto a sphere, centered
at the pilot’s head. The particles of the simulated brownout cloud are projected in
the pilot’s FOV via a series of coordinate transformations.
The pilot does not require clear visual paths in all directions during a landing
maneuver. Alternately, the pilot can safely land a helicopter with a relatively small
FOV, provided it is oriented towards a region that provides sufficient cueing. The
regions of a pilot’s FOV that are most critical during a landing maneuver are de-
picted in Fig. 2.13. A 200◦ by 120◦ region to the front of the aircraft is typical of a
pilot’s binocular FOV [44]. Within that FOV, a 180◦ by 55◦ subregion was identified
as being representative of the portion of the pilot’s FOV where essential visual cues
are found, specifically the regions in the pilot’s near-field (labeled the “critical region
for visual cues” in Fig. 2.13). In the presence of sufficient microtexture cues, i.e.,
fine-grained detail in the visual scene, a pilot can maintain satisfactory control over
the aircraft with a FOV as small as approximately 40◦ laterally by 25◦ vertically
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[45]; such a region is also shown in Fig. 2.13. Assuming a pilot will scan intuitively
to find the regions of his or her FOV that are the least obscured during brownout,
the 40◦ by 25◦ sector with the lowest particle count may be considered to be the
“best” region in which the pilot should focus attention.
At a given instant in time, the number of particles, np, in this “best” 40
◦ by
25◦ sector of the pilot’s FOV is given by










for: −50◦ ≤ i ≤ −20◦ −90◦ ≤ j ≤ 50◦
where np(φp, θp, t) is the number of dust particles in the one-degree solid angle
centered at φp and θp at time t, and the values selected for i and j restrict the scan
area to the “critical region for visual cues” identified in Fig. 2.13. The brownout





where t1 is the starting time and t2 is the ending time of the maneuver.
It is important to note that this objective function formulation is highly ideal-
ized. For example, it does not consider the constraints on the FOV that are imposed
by cockpit obstructions of any addition equipment (such as night vision goggles).
Additionally, some fundamental human factors are not considered in the present
analysis. For example, the movements of the “best” 40◦ by 25◦ sector between time
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steps in the brownout simulation may be faster than typical eye has the ability to
move.
2.7.3 Behavior Constraints, gj(X)
Behavior constraints were applied to the optimization procedure to ensure that
the resulting approach profiles were realistic and safe. The behavior constraints ap-
plied are the same as those used in [2] for consistency. The first behavior constraint
was imposed to limit the maximum approach angle over the duration of the ma-
neuver. In the current study, the maximum pitch angle over the duration of the
maneuver was constrained to be no more than 30◦, i.e.,
g1(X) = θmax(X)− 30◦ ≤ 0 (2.45)
Notice that a 30◦ pitch attitude would correspond to an aggressive deceleration,
much more aggressive than would be typical of a standard approach. However, given
the anecdotal reports that a common operational tactic for brownout landings is to
“outrun” the cloud and rapidly decelerate just prior to landing, this constraint was
purposefully constructed to allow the optimizer to select very aggressive approaches.
A second behavior constraint was imposed to prevent flight conditions that
are conducive to the onset of vortex ring state (VRS). Figure 2.14 shows boundaries
within which VRS maybe be expected to occur, as identified in [46]. Although
the boundaries are only approximate, their explicit definition is essential for the







































Figure 3.2: Graphical depiction of the behavior constraint for vortex ring state avoidance.
which VRS may be expected to occur, as identified in Ref. 137. Although such boundaries
are only approximate, their explicit definition is essential for the mathematical description
of a constraint function. Approach profiles for αapp = 1◦ and 12◦ are plotted on the same
axes. Notice that the approach profiles are shown to be straight lines when plotted on these
axes. This attribute is an outcome of the specific mathematical formulation chosen for the
approach profiles in the present study, i.e., Eqs. (3.5)–(3.7), and may not be the case for
other formulations. The constraint value is simply the distance between the closest points
on the approach profile and the VRS boundary, as illustrated for the αapp = 12◦ case in
Fig. 3.2.
While it is possible to express this constraint by utilizing analytical expressions
for the approach profile and VRS boundaries, an alternate approach is to express each
boundary as a series of discrete points, i.e., papp(X) and pVRS. The discrete points that
comprise pVRS are depicted in Fig. 3.2 for illustrative purposes; however, there are too
many points in papp(X) to be depicted clearly. The constraint can then be expressed
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i re 2.14: Graphical depiction of t e behavior constraint for vortex ring state
avoidance [2].
and 12◦ are plotted on the same axes in Fig. 2.14. Notice that the approach profiles
are shown to be straight lines when plotted on these axes. The constraint value is
simply the distance between the closest points on the approach profile and the VRS
boundary, as illustrated for the αapp = 12
◦ case in Fig. 2.14 .
While it is possible to express this constraint by utilizing analytical expressions
for the approach profile and VRS boundaries, an alternate approach is to express
each boundary as a series of discrete points, papp(X) and pV RS. The discrete points
that comprise pV RS are depicted in Fig. 2.14 for illustrative purposes; however, there




∥∥ ≤ 0 for all i, j (2.46)




































Figure 3.3: Graphical depiction of the behavior constraint for flight outside the “avoid”
region on a typical H-V diagram (representative H-V boundaries are from Ref. 138).
3.1.4 Approximate Problem Formulation
Because of the high computational cost of a brownout simulation, the optimization
problem cannot be solved by directly connecting the simulation and the optimizer. In-
stead, the baseline optimization problem is converted into a sequence of computationally
inexpensive approximate optimization problems in which objective function and behav-
ior constraint are replaced by Taylor series expansions that are updated at each step of the
sequence. The general approach is to replace the objective function, B(X), by a second-
order Taylor series expansion about the current design, Xk, i.e.,




where Xk is the current design, δXk = X−Xk, and ∇B(Xk) and H(Xk) are the gradient
and Hessian matrix at the current design, respectively.
This approach was implemented in the form originally proposed by Vanderplaats
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Figure 2.15: Graphical depiction of the behavior constraint for flight outside the
“avoid” region on a typical H-V diagram [2].
pV RS are discretized), ‖·‖ is the Euclidean norm, piapp(X) is the i-th point of the
entire serie of point, iall, defining the appro ch profile, X, and p
j
V RS is the j-th
oint of the entire seri s of points, jall, d fining the VRS b undaries.
A third behavior constraint was imposed to prevent flight in the “avoid” region
of a representative multi-engine height-velocity diagram. Figure 2.15 shows the
boundaries of a re resentative height-velocity diagram for a multi engine helic pter
[47]. A representative a proach profile is plotted on the same axes. Similar to the
VRS-based constraint, the constraint value is the distance between the closest point




∥∥ ≤ 0 for all i, j (2.47)
where ε is a small number (the exact value will depend on how finely papp(X) and
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pHV are discretized), and p
j
HV is the j-th point of the entire series of points, jall,
defining the H-V “avoid” region boundaries.
2.7.4 Approximate Problem Formulation
Because of the high computational cost of a brownout simulation, the opti-
mization problem cannot be solved by directly connecting the simulation and the
optimizer. Instead, the baseline optimization problem is converted into a sequence
of computationally inexpensive approximate optimization problems in which objec-
tive function and behavior constraints are replaced by Taylor series expansions that
are updated at each step of the sequence. The general approach is to replace the ob-
jective function, B(X), by a second-order Taylor series expansion about the current
design.
This approach was implemented in modified form originally proposed by Van-
derplaats [48], [49], in which the optimization begins from the linear expansion and
the quadratic terms are built one at a time as successive approximate optimization
problems are solved; the resulting approximate optima are analyzed precisely. A
full quadratic expansion may never be actually built, especially for larger problems
where the number of objective function evaluations needed to complete the Hessian
of the expansion may never become available. Given the way in which the approxi-
mation is constructed, the gradient and the Hessian of the expansion are built from
designs that may not be “finite difference close,” i.e., with small increments of the
design variables. As a consequence, the expansion is to be interpreted more as a
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general quadratic polynomial interpolation that is valid for broad regions of the de-
sign space, rather than a rigorous, but only a locally valid, Taylor series expansion.
It is important to impose move limits on the designs of approach profiles when for-
mulating the optimization as an approximate problem. In the current study, the
move limits used are the second set of limits imposed in [2], which allows each new
design to traverse up to 25% of the design space in a single optimization step:
−0.25(Xmax −Xmin) ≤ Xk −Xk−1 ≤ 0.25(Xmax −Xmin) (2.48)
Additional designs can be added to the process to better explore the design
space. In the context of the problem, there is a possibility of multiple local minima,
and hence it is necessary to explore the design space as much as possible to reach
a possible global minimum. Additional approach profiles can be generated to be
as perpendicular as possible to the previous profiles (i.e. designs as different as
possible). These extra designs improve the overall properties of the optimization
by improving the accuracy of the Taylor series expansions used for the approximate
problems. Furthermore, they give the optimization a measure of global convergence.
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Trim variables (Alg. Eqns) States (ODEs)
Pilot controls
Fuselage pitch and roll Fuselage pitch and roll
Fuselage wind-axes angles Body-axes velocities
Dynamic inflow coefficients Dynamic inflow coefficients
Tail rotor inflow ratio Tail rotor inflow ratio
Rotor mode #1: constant part Rotor blade #1: mode #1 and rate
Rotor mode #1: cos+sin 1/rev Rotor blade #2: mode #1 and rate
Rotor mode #1: cos+sin 2/rev . . .
. . . Rotor blade #Nb: mode #1 and rate
Rotor mode #1: cos+sin N/rev Rotor blade #1: mode #2 and rate
Rotor mode #2: constant part Rotor blade #2: mode #2 and rate
Rotor mode #2: cos+sin 1/rev . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
Rotor mode #M : cos+sin N/rev Rotor blade #Nb: mode #M and rate




The following chapter desribes the results of the present study. First, the
results of the trim validation for the modeling coupling is presented. Second, the re-
sults of the approach profile following are shown. Lastly, the results of the brownout
mitigation study are presented.
3.1 Model Coupling Results
This section describes the results of the model coupling trim validation. The
rotorcraft model is based on a exemplar single rotor, medium lift rotorcraft config-
uration and the main parameters are given in Table 3.1. For the present study five
blade modes were used, with each blade being discretized into four finite elements.
The blade modes and their natural frequencies are given in Table 3.2.
The coupled model simulations are performed on a 2.8 GHz Intel Core i5
processor Apple iMac with four cores and 12 GB of RAM. The multiple cores were
utilized to parallelize both the flight dynamics model and the FVM model using
OpenMP. Because the blades are assumed to be independent of each other, the flight
dynamics model has been parallelized around the blade loop (in the loop structure
discussed in the previous chapter). The FVM model has also been parallelized in
its calculation of the induced velocity field. Because the induced velocity at each
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MAIN ROTOR
Number of blades 4
Radius R, ft 26.83
Blade chord c, ft 1.75
Rotational speed Ω, rad/sec 27
Longitudinal mast tilt iθ, deg -3.0
Airfoil section SC 1095
First airfoil section, ft 5.08
Blade precone βp, deg 0.0
Lock number γ 5.11
FUSELAGE
Roll inertia Ixx, lbs-ft
2 4659.0
Pitch inertia Iyy, lbs-ft
2 38,512.0




Horizontal tail surface area, ft2 45.0
TAIL ROTOR
Number of blades 4
Radius Rtr, ft 5.5
Blade chord ctr, ft 0.81
Rotational speed Ωtr 124.62
Rotor shaft cant angle, deg 20.0
Table 3.1: Main parameters of the exemplar single rotor helicopter configuration.
Mode Mode Frequency (/rev)
Number Type 4 FEM
1 1st flap 1.0352
2 1st lag 0.2680
3 pure torsion 5.0515
4 flap-torsion 4.6364
5 2nd flap 2.8224
Table 3.2: Blade natural frequencies
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point only depends on the geometry of the wake and the tip vortex strength, it is
not dependent on induced velocity at any other points in the field and can easily
be parallelized. The parallelization increases the computational efficiency of the
simulation and reduces run times on the order of four times. For example, for a
trim solution to be reached, total run time per flight speed is between five and ten
minutes of wall-clock time. An approach profile requires on the order of 12 hours per
approach profile. Simulation can differ based on the specific aggressiveness of the
required approach profile, and can reach as long as 15 hours for the most aggressive
landings.
3.1.1 Flight Dynamics and FVM Model Coupling Validation
This section discusses the trim results from a variety of altitudes and gross
weights which are given in Table 3.3. The trim results have been compared to flight
test data from [50] which was obtained for the corresponding weights and altitudes.
It should be noted that the airspeeds tested start from 1 kts, as 0 kts creates a
singularity in the model.
The required rotor power in trim results are presented in Figs. 3.1–3.5 and






Table 3.3: Trim test density altitudes and corresponding aircraft gross weights.
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are plotted against the flight test data for a range of speeds. At low altitudes below
13,230 ft, there is very good agreement between the flight test data and the model,
especially in the intermediate range of speeds. Consistently at all altitudes at speeds
below 40 knots, the power is under predicted. While there is a lack of flight test
data at the lower speeds, one factor in the lower prediction of power is that the
flight dynamics model does not include the effect of the downwash of the rotor on
the fuselage and empennage. At higher speeds, the rotor wake is convected quickly
behind the rotor and the influence of the downwash on the airframe is much less
pronounced. At lower speeds, the wake remains closer to the rotor, and so there is
more interference between the wake and the fuselage, increasing drag on the fuselage
and so increasing the power required. Without this interference in the model, the
power required that results is much smaller.
At intermediate altitudes, as shown in Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, the agreement over
the range of air speeds from 40 kts and higher is quite good. However, the required
power at higher altitudes of 13,230 feet and 16,660 feet for speeds greater than 40
kts is over predicted, especially at the highest speeds, as shown in Figs. 3.4 and
3.5 respectively. The over-prediction of power is much more significant at 16,660
feet. Factors that may cause this are the difficulties in modeling stall and fuselage
aerodynamics; the fuselage aerodynamics represented by empirical data. In addition,
the flight dynamics model does not take tip sweep into account, and models an
equivalent straight blade. Ribera [28] demonstrated that power predictions were
lowered by the presence of a swept tip because of the lower induced inflow over the
rotor that is produced by the swept tip.
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Additionally, in Figs. 3.6–3.8, the three trim pilot stick inputs are plotted
against the airspeed for the flight condition at a density altitude of 3,777 ft. The
stick inputs are presented as a percentage of the control excursions, with 0% and
100% being full throw in either direction. Overall, the results of the trim stick
inputs are consistent with the findings in both [28] and [19]. Figure 3.6 shows the
pilot’s collective input, and it can be seen that at speeds above 40 kts there is
good agreement between the trim solution and the test data. At lower speeds the
power is under predicted, as previously seen with the power calculation. The pilot
longitudinal cyclic input, shown in Fig. 3.7, shows good agreement at intermediate
speeds, but at lower speeds displays an opposite trend to that of the flight test data.
This effect can also be explained by the fact that the effect of the downwash on the
fuselage and empenage is not modeled. The pilot lateral cyclic input, shown in Fig.
3.8, shows decent agreement over the full range of airspeeds, except for two points
near 30 kts. This result is consistent with the trim lateral stick inputs found by
Ribera [28].
It is important to note that the trim convergence is sensitive to the initial solu-
tion used in the simulation, which was also seen by Ribera [28] in the initial coupling
of the wake model. The new trim organization has helped partially to alleviate this
issue by calculating trim with dynamic inflow first, which is slightly less affected
by differences in the initial solution. However the convergence is still sensitive to
the initial solution. A poor initial condition has the potential to lead to a failure
to converge. It has been found that speeds below 80 kts are particularly sensitive
with speeds below 30 kts being the most sensitive. To ensure that this problem
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does not effect the optimization process (which begins from trim), a database of
trim solutions was calculated from the dynamic inflow trim solutions for a range of
airspeeds from 1 kts to 150 kts. At the beginning of each optimization step before
trim begins, the proper solution corresponding to the initial flight condition is input
as the initial trim solution.














Altitude: 3777 ft; Weight: 16348 lb
 
 
Coupled flight dynamics model
Flight test data
Figure 3.1: Main rotor power required vs. airspeed for an altitude of 3,777 ft.
3.2 Approach Profile Following Results
This section details the results of the approach profile following. Because there
are three sets of controllers based on flight path descent angles of 0◦, 6◦, and 12◦,
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Altitude: 7780 ft; Weight: 16440 lb
 
 
Coupled flight dynamics model
Flight test data
Figure 3.2: Main rotor power required vs. airspeed for an altitude of 7,780 ft.
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Altitude: 10440 ft; Weight: 16960 lb
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Figure 3.3: Main rotor power required vs. airspeed for an altitude of 10,440 ft.
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Altitude: 13230 ft; Weight: 17020 lb
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Figure 3.4: Main rotor power required vs. airspeed for an altitude of 13,230 ft.
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Altitude: 16770 ft; Weight: 16660 lb
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Figure 3.5: Main rotor power required vs. airspeed for an altitude of 16,770 ft.
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Figure 3.6: Pilot collective input θ0 vs. airspeed for an altitude of 3,777 ft.
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Coupled flight dynamics model
Flight test data
Figure 3.7: Pilot longitudinal cyclic input vs. airspeed for an altitude of 3,777 ft.
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Coupled flight dynamics model
Flight test data
Figure 3.8: Pilot lateral cyclic input vs. airspeed for an altitude of 3,777 ft.
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three approach profile (one from each set) simulations are presented here. Each
profile begins at a intermediate range speed, and hence a good range of speeds
are covered demonstrating the broad effectiveness of the controller. Because of the
similarity between the different sets of controllers and so as to not be repetitive, full
results are given for the 6◦ set, which represents a median of the two extremes, and
only the trajectory results will be presented for the other two sets. The data for
the 6◦ and 12◦ approach profiles are from the flights used during the optimization
process, while the data for the 0◦ set is from a test case performed earlier. Each of
the cases were performed at a weight of 16,000 lb with density ρ = ρ0 (MSL, ISA).
The first approach profile is for the case X = [6◦ 110 kts 300 ft]T , which is
near to the baseline case. The results for this case are given in Figs. 3.9–3.14. Fig.
3.9 shows the side, top, and rear views of the actual profile compared with the desired
profile. The time steps that correspond to the current position are also shown. It
can be seen that there is good agreement between the actual and desired profiles.
Position tracking is the most important states to track in the present simulation,
because dust cloud simulation defines a distinct bed of particles as the landing area,
as it can become computationally inefficient to model a large area of particles. As
shown in Fig. 3.9, the 6◦ controller set is tracking position well. The error of the
actual trajectory versus the desired profile for all three body positions is less than
one percent.
The time-histories of the body positions, body velocities, Euler body angles,
and pilot stick inputs of the actual profile are shown in Figs. 3.10–3.13, respectively.
In each figure, the landing zone is marked at the time that it is reached. For the
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present study, the approach profile is formulated so that all approach profiles have
the same duration (about 48 seconds), and hence in some cases there is extended
time at the end of the simulation where the helicopter remains in hover in the
landing zone. The body positions and velocities in Figs. 3.10 and 3.11 have also
been plotted against their desired profiles. As was shown for the trajectories, the
time-histories for both the position and velocity demonstrate very good tracking of
the desired profiles. There is a very slight offset of the u velocity seen in the top
panel of Fig. 3.11, but overall the tracking is good.
Figure 3.12 shows the resulting Euler body angles during the maneuver. The
pulling-up motion of the helicopter as it lands can be clearly seen in the pitch angle
θ response. The peak of the pitch response corresponds directly to the maximum
deceleration seen during the approach profile, which can be seen in the u plot in Fig.
3.11. Once the landing zone is reached, the pitch angle settles to a lower non-zero
angle pitching up. The slight tilt of the fuselage is a response primarily because
of the fact that fuselage center of gravity (CG) is slightly behind the main rotor
CG. For the helicopter to have zero airspeed the thrust vector from the main rotor
must be in line with gravity vector and have no moments created. Because there
is a 3◦ forward shaft tilt angle, the fuselage must tilt nose-up to line the fuselage
CG underneath the rotor CG, resulting in a downwards tip-path-plane tilt, and a
fuselage pitch up. The other Euler angles, roll and yaw, both change during the
maneuver, but settle near to zero once the landing zone is reached. The time-
history of the pilot stick inputs is shown in Fig. 3.13. The inputs seem to oscillate
around a certain value and stay within reasonable bounds. It is important to note
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that because there is no pilot model implemented, the control inputs are very fast,
with no delay. A human pilot moves the controls much more smoothly, and these
extremely fast oscillations would not be produced in practice. However, because the
only goal to model the approach profile as closely as possible, the pilot stick inputs
are responding to produce the correct profile.
A time-history of the wake geometry at different points in the approach profile
is shown in Fig. 3.14. In the first panel, the wake is shown at 17.5 seconds while
the helicopter is still in level flight. At 23.3 seconds the wake begins to impinge
on the ground and the initial effects of the wake in ground-effect can be seen. In
the bottom panel at 33.5 seconds, the helicopter is hovering inside the landing
zone, and the wake spreads out as a consequence of ground-effect. The slight pitch
down of the tip-path-plane of the main rotor can be seen in the bottom panel when
the helicopter is in hover, and corresponds to the fuselage/main rotor CG balance
discussed previously.
The approach profile in the 0◦ set consisted of X = [2.8◦ 120 kts 300 ft]T and
its trajectory results are presented in Fig. 3.15. This is a fairly aggressive approach
profile because of the higher speed of the landing. As was shown previously, the
tracking of the states is very good; the overall error for this set of controllers is about
2 %. The results for the 12◦ set were very similar. The approach profile for this set is
X = [12◦ 72 kts 180 ft]T , and are shown in Fig. 3.16. This case also demonstrated
extremely good tracking of the position states. Overall, the performance of the
approach profile following implementation is very good and tracks specific approach
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Figure 3.9: (a) Side, (b) rear, and (c) top views of the actual flight trajectory
compared to the desired approach profile for X = [6◦ 110 kts 300 ft]T .
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Figure 3.10: Time history of body positions of the actual flight trajectory compared
to the desired approach profile for X = [6◦ 110 kts 300 ft]T .
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Figure 3.11: Time history of body velocities of the actual flight trajectory compared
to the desired approach profile for X = [6◦ 110 kts 300 ft]T .
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Figure 3.12: Time history of Euler body angles of the actual flight trajectory com-
pared to the desired approach profile for X = [6◦ 110 kts 300 ft]T .
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Figure 3.13: Time history of pilot stick inputs of the actual flight trajectory com-
pared to the desired approach profile for X = [6◦ 110 kts 300 ft]T .
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Figure 3.14: Side view of wake geometries at different time during the approach
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Figure 3.15: (a) Side, (b) rear, and (c) top views of the actual flight trajectory
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Figure 3.16: (a) Side, (b) rear, and (c) top views of the actual flight trajectory
compared to the desired approach profile for X = [12◦ 72 kts 180 ft]T .
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3.3 Brownout Flight Path Optimization Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of the brownout mitigation through flight
path optimization study. The results of the study, the physical interpretation of the
results, and a comparison to the Tritschler [2] study are detailed. As mentioned
earlier, it is important to note that this optimization is for a specific formulation of
the approach profile, namely a formulation based on approach angle, initial velocity,
and peak deceleration range. Other possible approaches such as a curved paths or
approaches with extended higher hovers before landing cannot be modeled cusing
the current methodology.
A brownout simulation run time can be anywhere between 12 and 15 hours
of wall clock time, depending on the aggressiveness on the approach profile and
takes between 4 and 20 GB of computer memory, depending on how many particles
are uplifted. All results have been presented in a similar manner to that of the
optimization study by Tritschler to enable direct comparisons.
3.3.1 Optimization Results
A summary of the optimization steps is presented in Fig. 3.17 as well as in two-
dimensional contour plots of the approximate objective function, B(X) in Figs. 3.18
through 3.32. Additionally, Table 3.4 details the step number, design vector X,
and corresponding objective function for each step. The contour plots show each
of the approaches that have already been evaluated have been marked with circle,
and the next approach profile to be evaluated and its estimated objective function
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with diamond (X∗). To visualize the three dimensional space, the peak range of
deceleration rpd is shown as five slices of the design space, and approaches are shown
in the slice that their respective rpd is the closest to. It is important to note that
regions that do not have a contour are where Bapp(X) < 0, which in the current
formulation of the objective function is impossible (it is impossible to have negative
particles in the pilot’s FOV). The move limits for each case, specified by the dashed
lines, were consistent throughout the optimization process and are defined earlier.
For the purposes of the optimization, the use of additional designs was minimized
to see where the optimizer would naturally move to.
Figure 3.18 shows the first four function evaluations, with X1 being the base-
line approach profile, then X2–X4 are the four perturbation approaches necessary to
build the gradients of the approximate objective function and constraint functions.
At the second step (Fig. 3.19), an additional design was added to the optimization,
namely X5, which was not used to create X4. This design was evaluated as a test
for the approach profile following, and its addition only serves to explore the design
space more. The additional design also aids to increase the accuracy of the Taylor
series approximation.
Steps X7–X13 (optimization steps 2–8 shown in Figs. 3.20–3.25) indicate a
dramatic decrease in the objective function. These steps demonstrate that the
optimizer was moving towards a more shallow approach angle. Because several
designs had been chosen in a similar area of the design space, an additional design
X14 was evaluated to better explore more of the design space, and resulted in a
smaller objective function. As the succeeding approaches moved to a different area
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Optimization Step Approach, X = [αapp v0 rpd]
T Function Value, B(X)
0 X1 = [6.0
◦ 90.0 kts 300.0 ft]T 424.9
0 X2 = [6.0
◦ 110.0 kts 300.0 ft]T 187.4
0 X3 = [6.0
◦ 90.0 kts 400.0 ft]T 815.4
0 X4 = [3.0
◦ 90.0 kts 300.0 ft]T 266.3
1 X6 = [3.8
◦ 120.0 kts 283.5 ft]T 94.2
additional design X5 = [4.0
◦ 90.0 kts 400.0 ft]T 538.3
2 X7 = [4.2
◦ 108.2 kts 259.8 ft]T 107.1
3 X8 = [4.2
◦ 113.0 kts 305.4 ft]T 140.3
4 X9 = [5.4
◦ 120.0 kts 265.1 ft]T 68.3
5 X10 = [7.6
◦ 116.8 kts 261.9 ft]T 118.0
6 X11 = [3.2
◦ 117.4 kts 262.5 ft]T 117.6
7 X12 = [5.9
◦ 120.0 kts 265.1 ft]T 199.6
8 X13 = [3.3
◦ 109.5 kts 287.6 ft]T 79.5
additional design X14 = [12.0
◦ 60.0 kts 100.0 ft]T 65.6
9 X15 = [12.0
◦ 72.0 kts 180.0 ft]T 297.9
10 X16 = [9.8
◦ 60.0 kts 151.2 ft]T 343.9
11 X17 = [9.8
◦ 72.0 kts 100.0 ft]T 37.1
12 X18 = [12.0
◦ 84.0 kts 100.0 ft]T 17.3
13 X19 = [12.0
◦ 96.0 kts 100.0 ft]T 13.9
14 X20 = [9.8
◦ 105.2 kts 100.0 ft]T 8.0
Table 3.4: Optimization function evaluations
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Figure 3.17: Step-history of the optimization objective function.
of the design space near X14, it is clear that a local minimum exists near X9.
A new optimization path in steps X14–X20 (optimization steps 9–14 shown in
Figs. 3.26–3.32) tended towards much steeper and aggressive approach angles and
very short periods of deceleration. From X14 the objective function did increase
initially as the design space was expanded, however as the approach profile reached
the bounds of the design space, the objective function decreased significantly. Steps
X17–X20 gave very small objective functions with small improvements between each
successive iteration. At this point, the objective function was considered to be
converged because the dramatic reduction from the baseline approach and so the
optimization was terminated.
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Figure 3.18: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the first optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.19: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the second optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.20: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the third optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.21: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the fourth optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.22: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the fifth optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.23: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the sixth optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.24: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the seventh optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.25: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the eighth optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.26: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the nineth optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.27: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the tenth optimization step. Move limits are
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Figure 3.28: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the eleventh optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.29: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the twelfth optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.30: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the thirteenth optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.31: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the fourteenth optimization step. Move limits
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Figure 3.32: Two-dimensional contour maps through the three-dimensional approx-
imate objective function, Bapp(X), for the final results. Move limits are shown as
dashed lines.
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tions change significantly between each optimization step. In addition, like the
previous study, the two minima that were still found by the optimization scheme
represent vast differences in the objective function from the baseline case. The ini-
tial progress towards a shallow local optimum at X9 = [5.4
◦ 120.0 kts 265.1 ft]T
is consistent with Tritschler’s initial results as well as with the traditional oper-
ational approach of “out running” the brownout cloud. The global minimum of
X20 = [9.8
◦ 105.2 kts 100.0 ft]T is also consistent with the previous optimiza-
tion study in finding that a very aggressive steep approach further diminishes the
objective function. It should be noted, however, that it can be seen, especially in
Fig. 3.32, that the full design space has not been explored. For the present study,
only two local minimums have been found, but it is possible that further minimums
exist.
3.3.2 Physical Interpretation of the Results
There are many physical mechanisms at work that can determine the intensity
of the brownout dust cloud. In this section, a comparison of some of the mechanisms
of the baseline, local shallow minimum, and global steep minimum are presented here
to explain of how changing the characteristics of the landing maneuver effects the
dust cloud. Figures 3.33 and 3.34 show a comparison of some instantaneous realiza-
tions of the velocity fields and the developing cloud of the baseline approach versus
the shallow and steep minima respectively. Because during each approach profile
the timescale of events such as the waking impinging on the ground, recirculation
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of particles, etc., an effort was made to match the events and not the time step. In
addition, the dust particles have been enlarged to make the results legible.
As noted by Tritschler [2], the flow field evolves in a very specific way when it
interacts with the ground. Using the baseline case (see Figs. 3.33(a)–(e)) as a refer-
ence, in the first phase seen in Fig. 3.33(a) occurs as the blade tip vortices impinge
on the ground, interacting with each other, and creating a so-called ground vortex.
The ground vortex forms underneath the main rotor as it hovers (Fig. 3.33(a)) and
then convects up and forwards (Figs. 3.33(b)–(c)). As the ground vortex convects
and restructures itself (Fig. 3.33(d)), the flow field becomes more representative
of a canonical in-ground effect (IGE) flow (Fig. 3.33(e)), where the blade tip vor-
tices convect along the slipstream boundary, impinge upon the ground, and splay
outward.
A comparison between the baseline approach profile and the local (shallow)
optimum approach is shown in Fig. 3.33. Figures 3.33(a)–(e) describe the baseline
profile and Figs. 3.33(f)–(j) the shallow profile. The brownout onset for the shallow
case is delayed about 12 seconds relative to the baseline case, suggesting that the
wake is impinging on the ground at a much later time than for the baseline case.
In Figs. 3.33(a) and (f), the blade tip vortices can be seen to begin to impinge on
the ground. The ground vortex for the baseline case appears to be much larger, as
well as to have a much larger region of circulation than that of the shallow case. In
both cases, however, the ground vortex is mostly responsible for the initial uplift of
the sediment particles. When the ground vortex convects forward and restructures
it remains larger in the baseline case (Fig. 3.33(b)–(c)), uplifting more particles as
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it convects, whereas in the shallow approach (Fig. 3.33(g)–(h) the ground vortex
decreases in size and intensity and fewer particles are uplifted.
Notice also that in the baseline approach (Figs. 3.33(c)–(d)) that the ground
vortex does not convect very far from underneath the rotor, creating more circulation
directly under the rotor, and hence reingesting more particles through the rotor disk
as a consequence. In contrast, the ground vortex obtained with the the shallow
approach (Figs. 3.33(h)–(ii)) convects forwards of the rotor around 50 ft., uplifting
particles farther away and fewer particles being reingested into the rotor disk. As
the flow field evolves to a more representative IGE flow, the dust particles in the
baseline case (Fig. 3.33(e)) are uplifted and reingested through the rotor, while
in the shallow optimum case (Fig. 3.33(j)) the uplifted particles are much farther
from the rotor and are less likely to be recirculated. Overall, for the more shallow
approach the particles are uplifted farther from the rotor, creating a “better”, i.e.
a less intense dust cloud, landing environment.
The results of the baseline approach versus the global (steep) optimum ap-
proach shown in Fig. 3.34, with the baseline approach being defined in Figs. 3.34(a)–
(e) and the steep approach defined Figs. 3.34(f)–(j), and the results are very similar
to those Fig. 3.33. The brownout onset of steep approach has close to a 20 second de-
lay from the onset seen in the baseline case. In Fig. 3.34(f), the blade tip vortices do
not interact much with each other and, therefore, the ground vortex is much smaller
and of lesser intensity than the baseline case (Fig. 3.34(a)). This outcome results in
the uplift of fewer particles. Once again, the ground vortex convects farther forward
from the rotor (Figs. 3.34(g)-(i)) for the steep approach, uplifting particles about
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Figure 3.33: Realizations of the velocity magnitudes and developing cloud in a
longitudinal plane through the flow field for (a)–(e) the baseline, X1, and (f)–(j) the
local (shallow) optimum, X9, approach profiles. The motion of the rotor over the
ground is from right to left. Particles are enlarged for illustrative purposes.
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60 ft. forward of the rotor. In this case, there is very little reingestion compared to
the baseline case, and this produces a much less intense dust cloud.
These comparisons of both the steep and shallow optima prove that the char-
acteristics of the dust cloud can be dramatically changed based on the type of
approach profile. For the standard (typical) baseline landing, the ground vortex
lingers underneath the rotor, uplifting particles that are then reingested into the
rotor flow. Additionally, the tip vortices impinge on the ground much earlier in the
landing, producing a longer period of time for the sediment particles to be mobi-
lized and uplifted during the maneuver. The more aggressive flight profiles such as
the shallow and steep approaches, take advantage of the outcome that tip vortices
impinge on the ground much later than the baseline case. Furthermore, the ground
vortices found with these profiles appear to be smaller and convect farther away
from the rotor, uplifting fewer particles and producing less reingestion.
To compare the quantity of particles that are uplifted in the flow field, the dust
cloud geometries in the X −Z plane and the Y −X plane are shown in Figs. 3.35–
3.38. These figures detail the resulting clouds at the last time step of the simulation.
The position of the rotor blades have also been plotted to reference the location of
the helicopter with respect to the cloud. Like earlier figure, the dust particles have
been enlarged for clarity.
The longitudinal versus vertical plane dust cloud geometries, in addition to
the lateral versus longitudinal cloud geometries for both the baseline approach and
the shallow optimum approach are shown in Figs. 3.35 and 3.36, respectively. The
baseline dust cloud (Fig. 3.35(a)) can be seen to be extremely dense in the region
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Figure 3.34: Realizations of the velocity magnitudes and developing cloud in a
longitudinal plane through the flow field for (a)–(e) the baseline, X1, and (f)–(j) the
global (steep) optimum, X20, approach profiles. The motion of the rotor over the
ground is from right to left. Particles are enlarged for illustrative purposes.
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directly surrounding the rotor, and up to 50 ft in front of the rotor. This cloud
shows a typical brownout cloud behavior, where there is a less dense outer region of
particles that have been initially uplifted by the ground vortex as it was convected
away from from the rotor, and also an inner region closer to the rotor where dust
particles are being uplifted, reingested by the rotor, and bombarded back onto the
bed. The cloud that results from the shallow approach profile (Fig. 3.35(b)) gives a
slightly less dense distribution of uplifted particles. While the shape of the cloud is
fairly similar to that of the baseline case, the fewer uplifted particles is because of
the wake impinges on the ground at a later time, and so fewer particles uplifted.
A top view of the predicted clouds (Fig. 3.36) more clearly shows the difference
in the cloud densities. Notice that helicopter landing is proceeding from the bottom
to the top of the window. The baseline approach (Fig. 3.35(a)) is much more densely
packed, especially in the region of the cloud surrounding the rotor. Furthermore,
notice that there are fewer particles that are produced by the shallow approach
profile (Fig. 3.36(b), and a less dense region around the rotor. Also visible are the
“ring” like structures that form as the ground vortices mobilize and uplift particles
as they convect outwards from the rotor, also convecting those particles outwards.
The cloud produced by the steep optimum approach profile develops in a
similar fashion to that for the shallow approach, but with more dramatic results
(Fig. 3.37). From the longitudinal view (Fig. 3.37(b)) the dust cloud can be seen
to be much less dense and uniformly distributed than the cloud produced by the
baseline case. In addition to there being fewer dust particles in the steep approach
case, the particles are also not uplifted as high or as far from the rotor. The dramatic
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Figure 3.35: Dust cloud geometries side view for (a) the baseline approach profile
and (b) the shallow optimum approach.
decrease in particles from the baseline approach can be further seen in Fig. 3.38. In
the region directly surrounding the rotor there are very few particles. In fact, there
is nearly a whole ring of empty space surrounding the rotor that is unpopulated by
particles. This type of cloud development is indicative that there is little particle
reingestion taking place during the steep optimum approach profile, and much of
the dust cloud results from the initial ground vortex uplifting particles further away
from the rotor.
3.3.3 Comparison to the Previous Study
The previous flight path optimization by Tritschler [2] presented a frame-
work in which to conduct a brownout mitigation study. Tritschler’s study found
that the optimization design space is non-convex and there is a possibility for
several local minima. Specifically, a shallow local optima was found at X1 =
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Figure 3.36: Dust cloud geometries top view for (a) the baseline approach profile
and (b) the shallow optimum approach.
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Figure 3.37: Dust cloud geometries side view for (a) the baseline approach profile
and (b) the shallow optimum approach.
[1.0◦ 81.5 kts 170.0 ft]T which mirrored the operational method of “out running”
the brownout cloud. On further investigation, a global minimum with a very aggres-
sive, steep approach angle was found to be reached at X1 = [10.4
◦ 91.0 kts 100.0 ft]T .
Both optima tended to reduce the amount of time that the helicopter spent in the
brownout condition, and therefore delayed the time at which the blade tip vortices
impinged on the ground. These results have shown that by changing the approach
profile, and hence the flow field at the ground, the characteristics of the brownout
cloud can indeed be significantly changed.
The results of the current study also point to a non-convex design space with a
local minimum at a shallow approach angle at X9 = [5.4
◦ 120.0 kts 265.1 ft]T and
a global minimum at a steep approach angle at X20 = [9.8
◦ 105.2 kts 100.0 ft]T .
While the shallow approach was not quite as shallow an angle, the nature of the
both the local and global optimum approaches is similar to the previous study.
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Figure 3.38: Dust cloud geometries top view for (a) the baseline approach profile
















































































Figure 3.18: Comparison of the (a) velocity profiles, (b) main rotor shaft tilt profiles,
and (c) range and altitude profiles for the baseline, X1, local (shallow) optimum, X9, and
global (steep) optimum, X16, approaches.
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Fig r 3.39: Velocity, pitch, range and altitude profiles comparison of (a)–(c)
Tritschler [2] study and the (d)–(f) current study.
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Figure 3.40: Dust cloud geometries side view for the (a) Tritschler global optimum
approach [2] and (b) the current study global optimum approach.
A comparison of the Tritschler profiles with those from the current study profiles
is presented in Fig. 3.39. Notice that the initial longitudinal velocities for the two
optimum cases found in the current study (Fig. 3.39(d)) are higher than those found
in Tritschler’s study. However, the approaches in the current study are similar in
that they minimize the time the helicopter spends in brownout conditions, by landing
much later than in the baseline case. In Fig. 3.39(e) the fuselage pitch angle appears
to oscillate because the rotor disk plane was no longer prescribed, as it was in the
Tritschler study, but moves in the way that the physics of the full helicopter model
require. This oscillation is a consequence of the controller process. The maximum
fuselage pitch angle during the steep approach optimum in the current study is also
much larger than in Tritschler’s study, and will be discussed in more detail later in
this section.
Because the global steep optimum for both the Tritschler study and the current
study are in very similar regions of the design space, comparisons of their resulting
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Figure 3.41: Dust cloud geometries top view for the (a) Tritschler global optimum
approach [2] and (b) the current study global optimum approach.
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dust clouds and flow fields are presented in Figs. 3.40–3.43. Views of the side and
top cloud geometries indicate a similar structure between the two global optimum
cases. In the side view (Fig. 3.40), it is interesting to note that the particles seem
to be convected higher above the rotor with the current optimum (Fig. 3.40(b)),
which in turn tends to produce more particle reingestion through the rotor. Both
global optima show similar cloud density and quantity of particles uplifted when
observed from the top (Fig. 3.41). Even though a larger particle bed was used for
the Tritschler simulation, the radii from the rotor that the particles tend to cluster
in, is certainly similar for both studies.
It should be noted that while the same number of particles were used for each
simulation, a smaller bed size geometrically was used in the current study. Both
simulations included particles counts of 100 particles in both the x and y directions
in 17 layers. In the Tritschler study, the particles were then layed into a 20 ft by 20
ft bed, whereas in the current study the particles were layed into a 15 ft by 24 ft
bed. A different bed geometry was chosen for the current study to accomadate the
less symmetric nature of the wake that was being produced by the flight dynamics
model. A comparison of the number of particles entrained during each simulation is
shown in Fig. 3.42. Note that the time scales of the simulations are slightly different
due to the time in the Tritschler simulation that is dedicated to achieving a steady
state flight condition. Additionally, as the particle counts were the same, the actual
quantity of particles is plotted, and not a normalized quantity.
The total number of particles for each simulation is shown in Fig. 3.42(a);
interestingly, it can be seen that about seven times the amount of particles are
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Figure 3.42: Particle counts comparison during the simulations for the Tritschler
study [2] and the current study for (a) the total number of particles entrained in
the field and (b) the number of particles in the best region of the FOV (b(X, t).
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entrained into the flow field than in the current study. However, when viewing the
cloud geometry in Fig. 3.40(a), the majority of these uplifted particles are lining
the ground and are barely in the flow field. To further look into the differences of
particle counts the number of particles in the best region of the FOV b(X, t) was
plotted against time in Fig. 3.42(b). From this it can be seen that about 1.5 times
more particles are in the best region of the FOV for the current study than there
were in Tritschler’s study. This small difference in particles leads to the conclusion
that even though the total number particles entrained overall in the Tritschler study
is greater, that the current study is still comparable, as the quantity of particles in
the best region of the FOV do not differ by huge quanties.
Differences in the dust cloud geometries between the two studies can be ex-
plained by investigating the velocity field, which is detailed in Fig. 3.43, with
Fig. 3.43(a)–(e) showing the velocity fields in time for the Tritschler global optimum
and Fig. 3.43(f)–(j) showing the results for the global optimum of the current study.
The time scales between the two cases are different, and the time noted at each
stage is relative only to itself and cannot be compared. As shown in Figs. 3.43(a)
and (f), when the blade tip vortices initially impinge on the ground the position of
the ground vortex differs. The ground vortex in Tritschler’s study (see Fig. 3.43(a))
begins to form relatively close to the rotor tip at about 20 ft. forward of the ro-
tor, however, in the current study (see Fig. 3.43(f)) the ground vortex forms more
inboard, around 5 ft forward of the rotor. This difference in initial ground vortex
position is a consequence of the tilt of each rotor, respectively. The rotor is tilted
backwards (nose-up) in Tritschler’s case, which allows the blade tip vortices to con-
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t = 31.7 sec 
t = 32.2 sec 
t = 32.6 sec 
t = 33.1 sec 
t = 49.7 sec 
t = 50.4 sec 
t = 50.8 sec 
t = 51.5 sec 
Baseline Global (Steep) Optimum 
(d) (i) 
t = 51.1 sec t = 32.8 sec 
Figure 3.20: Instantaneous realizations of the velocity magnitudes and developing cloud
in a longitudinal plane through the flow field for (a)–(e) the baseline, X1, and (f)–(j) the
global (steep) optimum, X16, approach profiles. The motion of the rotor over the ground














Figure 3.43: Realizations of the velocity magnitudes and developing cloud in a
longitudinal plane through the flow field for (a)–(e) the Tritschler global optimum,
and (f)–(j) the current study’s global optimum. The motion of the rotor over the
ground is from right to left. Particles are enlarged for illustrative purposes.
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vect down and away from the rotor. In the current study, the rotor is tilted forwards
(nose-down) so the blade tip vortices convect down and inwards initially.
The location of the initial ground vortex is important in determining how close
to the rotor the dust particles are when they are uplifted by the flow. The ground
vortex with in the Trischler global optimum convects outwards faster (Figs. 3.43(b)–
(d), than is seen in the current global optimum (Fig.s 3.43(g)–(i) because it is formed
further from the rotor. As the ground vortex restructures, the uplifted particles in
the Tritschler study (Fig. 3.43(e)) are about 70 ft forward of the rotor where they
are less likely to be recirculated in the rotor flow. In the current study (Fig. 3.43(j)),
particles had previously been recirculated before the ground vortex had restructured
farther away, and so more particles are uplifted closer to the rotor and could be
reingested.
Most of these flow field differences, and hence the differences in the dust clouds,
can be attributed to the forward tilt of the rotor. As briefly discussed in an earlier
chapter, the forward tilt in landing is required to satisfy the moment balance needed
to reduce airspeed to zero. The rotor model used in the Tritschler study was an
isolated rotor and did not include a fuselage. Moreover, this simplified trim model
did not balance the moments. The pitch profile provided in the Tritschler study
was based on a formulation that took into account body acceleration and velocity,
but not any forces or moments, and thereby was able to land in hover with only
a slight pitch up. In the current set up of the helicopter, the fuselage center of
gravity (CG) is behind the main rotor CG. To balance the pitch moment the rotor
tip-path-plane will be tipped forwards. Additionally, the model has a 3◦ pre-tilt
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angle that increases the tip path plane forward tilt.
It is this separation of the fuselage and rotor CG’s that leads back to Fig. 3.39(b)
and the differences that can be seen pitch angle maximums and final values of the
pitch. Tritschler’s optimization study defines pitch angle as the shaft tilt angle.
Because the model has no fuselage model, this is also considered the pitch of the ro-
torcraft body. In comparison, the flight dynamics model has a fixed shaft tilt angle,
and the pitch angle is defined as the pitching of the fuselage. The larger maximum
pitch angles that are seen in the current study can be associated again with the fuse-
lage CG being behind the rotor CG. To slow the rotorcraft to a hover it is required
that the rotor thrust is directed so that all moments are zero. For the moments to be
zero the fuselage must orient itself such that its CG is directly underneath the rotor
CG. Because the fuselage CG is behind the rotor CG the fuselage must pitch back-
wards (nose-up) an additional amount to obtain zero the pitching moment, hence
creating the higher pitching angles seen in the current study. Furthermore, instead
of returning to zero once the helicopter has reached hover, the fuselage must remain
slightly nose-up to keep the fuselage CG beneath that of the rotor, accounting for
the non-zero fuselage pitch angles seen at the end of the simulation.
The CG of the main rotor for this exemplar single rotor helicopter in the
current study is at 341 inches. The longitudinal fuselage CG position for the global
optimum (and the rest of the optimization simulation) had been placed at 361 inches,
which is also the farthest aft CG position recommended in [16]. To delve further
into the effect that the longitudinal CG position has on the resulting brownout
cloud an additional case with the CG was placed at the most fore recommended
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longitudinal position, 345 inches [16]. The velocity flow field and the dust cloud
that it produces are shown in Fig. 3.44(f)–(j), and are compared to the velocity flow
field and dust cloud of the case with the CG in the most aft position in Fig. 3.44(a)–
(e). Notice that the most fore recommened CG position is still slightly behind the
main rotor CG. The extra case was simulated using the same approach profile as
the CG aft position case, with all parameters being the same except for the CG
position. Because the approach profiles are the same for both cases, the times used
for comparison are the same.
The flow fields develop for both cases similarly. The most pronounced differ-
ence between the cases is a slight difference in rotor tilt throughout the manuever.
When the blade tip vorticies begin to impinge on the ground in Figs. 3.44(a) and (f)
both rotors in both cases have a forward tilt, and the resulting flow fields are similar.
However, as time moves forwards the rotor in the CG fore position case can be seen
to move back into a more neutral (with no tilt) position (see Figs. 3.44(g)-(j)). This
difference in rotor tilt is no more than three degrees. As the flow fields develop, the
ground vortex in the CG fore case appear to break into two smaller vortices (see
Fig. 3.44(g)), while in the CG aft case the ground vortex remains as one vortex (see
Fig. 3.44(b)). From this separation of the initial ground vortex in the CG fore case,
the particles are uplifted about 10 ft farther away from the main rotor than in the
CG aft case (see Figs. 3.44(h), (i) and (c), (d) respectively). Even though it appears
that there is more reingestion of the particles through the rotor in the CG fore case,
the space between the rotor and the ”ring” structure created by the dust is larger
by about 20 ft (see Figs. 3.44(j) and (e)). This larger space results in a less dense
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Figure 3.44: Realizations of the velocity magnitudes and developing cloud in a
longitudinal plane through the flow field for (a)–(e) the CG aft position case, and
(f)–(j) the CG fore position case. The motion of the rotor over the ground is from
right to left. Particles are enlarged for illustrative purposes.
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cloud in the pilot’s FOV.
A further comparison of the quantity of particles entrained into the flow fields
for each CG simulation is shown in Fig. 3.45. From Fig. 3.45(a), it can be seen
that the total number of particles entrained into the flow field is less by a factor of
about 2 times for the CG fore case. However, in Fig. 3.45(b) it is observed that the
CG fore case produces slightly more particles in the initial spike of particles in the
best region of the pilot’s FOV than the CG aft case. It is possible that there is a
trade off between total particles entrained overall and the number of particles in the
pilot’s FOV that comes with changing the position of the CG, and hence changing































Figure 3.45: Particle counts comparison during the simulations for the CG aft po-
sition study and the CG fore position study for (a) the total number of particles




Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, a free-vortex method model was coupled with a sophisticated
rotorcraft flight dynamics model. A method for approach profile following was
developed, and integrated into the coupled model. This model was then used to
perform a brownout mitigation study through flight path optimization by using the
methodology from a previous mitigation study performed by Tritschler [2].
5.1 Conclusions
From the results obtained during this study, the following conclusions have
been drawn:
1. The new approach used to trim with the coupled model is more accurate and
computationally efficient than the previous method. By allowing the model to
trim for fixed inflow at each step then updating the inflow based on the new
trim variables, an extra layer of convergence was established. This processed
guaranteed that the final wake geometries would be evaluated from the final
trim variables, and also eliminated unnecessary function calls to the wake that
slowed the trim convergence timing.
2. A simple method for controlling the states was presented. It was demonstrated
that it is possible to use a controller the state variables to track on a specified
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approach profile. An accurate actual trajectory resulted from customizing
the controller for the flight condition at each time step. In addition, with
this method the pilot stick inputs remained inside a reasonable range that is
realistic relative to their actual limits.
3. The design space for the approach profile optimization proved itself to be non-
convex and contained at least two optima. The optimization resulted in local
and global optimum of shallow and steep angles respectively. The results are
consistent with the approaches found by the Tritschler study, which are also
consistent with current operational strategies used by pilots who encounter
(or may encounter) brownout conditions.
4. While the optimum approaches found were very similar to that of the Tritschler
study, the characteristics of the resulting brownout cloud and flow field were
changed by the use of a higher-fidelity flight dynamics model. The addition
of a fuselage to the simulation changed the position of the center of gravity
of the aircraft, and hence changed the rotor tip-path-plane pitch angle. The
difference in rotor pitch angle caused the blade tip vortices to impinge on the
ground more inboard of the rotor than during the Tritschler study, resulting
in the dust particles being uplifted closer to the main rotor. The forward
pitching of the rotor also resulted in greater fuselage pitch up angles seen
during the maneuver. Furthermore, changing the CG of the helicopter changes
the characteristics of the resulting brownout cloud.
5. The results of the current study further validate Tritschler’s conclusion that
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the ground vortex is very important to the formation of a brownout dust cloud.
5.2 Recommendations for Future Work
As this study encompassed many disciplines including rotorcraft dynamics
modeling, free-vortex modeling, brownout simulation, and optimization, there are
many possible directions for future work to move. Based on the results and conclu-
sion of the current study, some recommendations for future work are as follows:
1. While this study found two local optimums, it is possible that because the
design space is clearly non-convex more optimums exist in other areas. A
further optimization needs to be performed to more greatly explore the design
space in order to see if any other optimums exist that are less operationally
accepted or known. This study could be further expanded to study the effects
of the fuselage center of the gravity on the formation of a brownout dust
cloud. Additionally, the brownout simulation framework can be extended to
other optimizations, such as rotor design and fuselage design. This framework
could also be applied to an optimization of where in the fuselage to place the
CG.
2. Other opportunities exist for the use of the approach profiling formulation.
The approach profile could be utilized to model the profile required to land if,
for example, a one-engine inoperative condition. The engine out case could be
placed into an optimization framework and find an optimal landing approach
profile for this case.
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3. The current approach profile simulation lacks a pilot model, which results in
unrealisticly quick stick control movements. This behavior is not as realistic in
terms of pilot reaction, and so the addition of a pilot model would add the more
smooth motions of a human operator. A more realistic set of controls could
be incredibly important as it could provide a pilot with more comprehensive




Building the Approach Profile Following Controllers Example
The following section gives an example of the building process of a controller.
For brevity, only the condensed rigid body matrix A1 and B1 (see Eq. 2.5.3 are
shown here. The case shown here is for a flight path angle of 6◦ and a flight velocity
of 60 kts.




0 0 0 1.00 −0.04 0.04 0 0 0 0.44 10.58 0
0 0 0 0.04 1.00 0 0 0 0 −14.36 0.44 100.71
0 0 0 −0.04 0 1.0 0 0 0 −4.17 −100.63
0 0 0 −0.02 0 0.04 −1.40 −11.93 −4.52 0 −32.15 0
0 0 0 0 −0.08 −0.01 13.71 −0.21 −98.95 32.15 0 0
0 0 0 −0.09 −0.01 −0.62 12.15 99.51 2.85 0 −1.21 0
0 0 0 −0.01 −0.06 0.04 −3.92 −0.38 0.04 0 0 0
0 0 0 −0.01 0.01 0.01 0.19 −1.48 −0.18 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0.01 −0.01 −0.28 0.01 −0.52 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0.04 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.00 0 0 0 0








0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0.02 −1.22 0.58 0.79
0.35 0.02 0.17 −1.05
0.63 −2.26 −7.86 1.67
1.17 0.20 0.41 −0.63
−0.02 0.42 0.14 −0.07
0.07 −0.01 0.01 0.41
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0




The Q and R matrices used for the LQR controller for the 6◦ set are:
Q6 = diag
([






1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1

 (A.4)




0 0.01 0 0.12 0.07 0.12 2.29 1.23 0 3.42 −3.97 4.349
0 0 0 −1.08 0.01 0.07 0.47 9.84 2.65 0.14 22.43 0.28
0 0 0 −0.18 0.04 −0.26 0.27 −0.92 0.66 1.59 13.70 1.61




Additionally, the Q and R matrices for the 0◦ and 12◦ sets, respectively, are:
Q0 = diag
([






1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0












1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
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